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ABSTRACT
Context. The controversy about the origin of the structure of early-type S0–E/S0 galaxies may be due to the difficulty of comparing
surface brightness profiles with different depths, photometric corrections and PSF effects (almost always ignored).
Aims. We aim to quantify the properties of Type-III (anti-truncated) discs in a sample of S0 galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.6. In this paper,
we present the sample selection and describe in detail the methods to robustly trace the structure in their outskirts and correct for PSF
effects.
Methods. We have selected and classified a sample of 150 quiescent galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.6 in the GOODS-N field. We perform
a quantitative structural analysis of 44 S0–E/S0 galaxies. We have corrected their surface brightness profiles for PSF distortions
and analysed the biases in the structural and photometric parameters when the PSF correction is not applied. Additionally, we have
developed Elbow, an automatic statistical method to determine whether a possible break is significant - or not - and its type and made
it publicly available.
Results. We found 14 anti-truncated S0–E/S0 galaxies in the range 0.2 < z < 0.6 (∼ 30% of the final sample). This fraction is similar
to the those reported in the local Universe. In our sample, ∼ 25% of the Type-III breaks observed in PSF-uncorrected profiles are
artifacts, and their profiles turn into a Type I after PSF correction. PSF effects also soften Type-II profiles. We found that the profiles
of Type-I S0 and E/S0 galaxies of our sample are compatible with the inner profiles of the Type-III, in contrast with the outer profiles.
Conclusions. We have obtained the first robust and reliable sample of 14 anti-truncated S0–E/S0 galaxies beyond the local Universe,
in the range 0.2 < z < 0.6. PSF effects significantly affect the shape of the surface brightness profiles in galaxy discs even in the case
of the narrow PSF of HST/ACS images, so future studies on the subject should make an effort to correct them.
Key words. Methods: observational – methods: statistical – galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies: elliptical and lenticular,
cD – galaxies: structure
1. Introduction
The origin and evolution of lenticular (or S0) galaxies is still a
matter of debate. Traditionally they were classified as the natu-
ral transition between the elliptical galaxies and more complex
galaxy types; spirals, in the Hubble morphological sequence (de
Vaucouleurs 1959; Sandage 1961). The cause of this is that S0
galaxies usually appear without any spiral structure or signs of
recent star formation in their discs. Freeman (1970) pointed out
that the discs of spiral and S0 galaxies usually show surface
brightness profiles that are (to first order approximation) reason-
ably well-fitted by an exponential function out to a certain radius,
due to the stellar density decline as a function of galactocentric
radius (Sérsic 1963).
Nevertheless, as deeper observations allowed the study of
the outskirts of galactic discs, it was found that many lenticular
galaxies do not follow a purely exponential profile along their
whole observable radius (Sil’chenko 2009; Kormendy & Bender
2012; Ilyina & Sil’chenko 2012). Erwin et al. (2005) pointed out
that a significant fraction of S0 galaxies present light excesses in
the outskirts of the discs, which also show an exponential decline
but with a shallower slope than their inner discs. Erwin et al.
(2008, E08 hereafter) expanded the stellar disc classification of
galaxies from Freeman (1970), according to the profile structure.
Type-I discs are well modelled with a single radial exponential
profile. Type-II galaxies present a down-bending profile, i.e. a
brightness deficit in the outer parts of the disc with respect to
the extrapolated trend of the inner regions beyond a given break
radius. Type-III discs becomes less steep outside the break ra-
dius than the extrapolation of the exponential trend of the in-
ner parts (anti-truncation, see Pohlen & Trujillo 2006). E08 and
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Gutiérrez et al. (2011, G11 hereafter) showed that the fraction
of anti-truncated discs was higher for S0 galaxies that for any
other morphological type, increasing from ∼ 10− 20% in Sc–Sd
galaxies, up to ∼ 20 − 50% in S0–Sa galaxies (see also Ilyina
& Sil’chenko 2012; Maltby et al. 2015). In the present study we
will focus on the Type-III profiles.
A high fraction of the anti-truncated profiles are due entirely
to disc structure, although ∼ 15% might be due to outer stellar
haloes (Maltby et al. 2012). In some cases, transitions between
the inner and outer profiles are associated with structural com-
ponents of the galaxy such as rings or lenses (Laine et al. 2014).
Some authors (e.g. Comerón et al. 2012) pointed out that these
transitions might be caused by combinations of thin+thick discs
with different radial scale-lengths. The role of environmental
density in the formation of these structures is still a matter of de-
bate. Some authors do not find a significant correlation between
the presence of Type-III profiles and the environment (Maltby
et al. 2012) while other authors do (Laine et al. 2014). A recent
study (Pranger et al. 2016) found that the outer scale-lengths of
both Type-II and Type-III profiles are ∼ 10% larger in the clus-
ter environment compared to the field. These authors also sug-
gest that the Type-I profiles would be an intermediate step in
the transformation of Type-II into Type-III profiles. Neverthe-
less, Type-III profiles are ubiquitous regardless of their environ-
ment (Erwin et al. 2012; Pranger et al. 2016), and the observed
suppression of Type-II profiles in the clusters argues against a
common origin for both Type-II and Type-III profiles. On the
contrary, this suggests that the two types of profiles are caused
by completely different phenomena (Erwin et al. 2012; Roediger
et al. 2012; Laine et al. 2014).
Radially varying profiles of star formation have been pro-
posed as a cause for both Type-II and Type-III profiles
(Elmegreen & Hunter 2006). However, most of the proposed
mechanisms to explain Type-III profiles are based on differ-
ent modes of gravitational interactions, such as close encoun-
ters (Peñarrubia et al. 2006), accretion of dark matter sub halos
(Kazantzidis et al. 2009) or minor mergers (Younger & Bryan
2007). In addition, Herpich et al. (2015) also proposed radial
mass redistribution as a cause for the different types of profiles
due to different initial angular momentum of the host halo. Bor-
laff et al. (2014) tested whether major mergers can produce anti-
truncated stellar profiles in S0 galaxies using hydrodynamical
N-body simulations. They found that Type-III profiles of S0 rem-
nants can be produced after a major merger event, and that those
profiles obey similar scaling relations to those found in observed
Type-III S0 galaxies. In a later paper, Eliche-Moral et al. (2015)
reported that these relations are similar to those found in Type-
III spiral galaxies, which suggests that fundamental processes
must be responsible for the formation of these structures in disc
galaxies along the whole Hubble Sequence. However, no study
has analysed the properties of anti-truncated S0 and E/S0 galax-
ies beyond the local universe to learn about their possible evo-
lution, because cosmological dimming efficiently moves these
structures towards even fainter (and prohibitive) surface bright-
ness levels.
The controversy that arises out of the comparison between
different datasets may be due to the difficulty of comparing sam-
ples with different depths and surface brightness profile cor-
rections. Measuring robust surface brightness profiles down to
µlim ∼ 27−28 mag arcsec−2 is a challenging task. de Jong (2008)
showed that the detection of an apparent halo around the minor
axis of an edge-on galaxy in the Hubble Ultra Deep Field can
be largely explained by scattered light from the inner regions.
This light spreading follows a point spread function (PSF, here-
after) whose shape depends on the telescope, instrument, filter
and even time (Sandin 2014, 2015). It modifies the true light dis-
tribution of the object as a convolution, “blurring” the resulting
image. The PSF effect scales with the intensity of the source, and
it usually becomes smaller rapidly with increasing radii. Never-
theless, the contribution of the outer wings of the PSF profile
can be significant in the outskirts of galaxies, where the light
intensity is very faint. This would produce apparent light emis-
sion excesses where they otherwise would not be found. Thus
estimating and correcting the PSF effect is a crucial step for any
study of surface brightness profiles in the outskirts of galaxies,
especially when looking for Type-III profiles.
In order to estimate the surface brightness profile of an ob-
ject, the observer must know the shape of the PSF out to (at
least) 1.5 times the maximum size of the object in radius (Sandin
2014). To estimate precise measurements of the structural pa-
rameters of galaxies, it is not enough to simply scale the PSF pro-
file to the central surface brightness of the profile (de Jong 2008).
The observer must subtract the PSF contribution created by the
whole 2D light distribution (or at least by a realistic model) not
only by the innermost region but also from the outer regions
of the object. Direct image deconvolution methods such as the
Richardson-Lucy (Prato et al. 2012) are tempting, but inefficient
(see Karabal et al. (2016) for a recent and less time-consuming
method of direct deconvolution) and may lead to disruptions of
the low surface brightness regions. In contrast to these, recent
papers propose accurate methods for removing the PSF contri-
bution by fitting 2D models of the galaxy taking into account
the PSF (Trujillo & Fliri 2016). This method permits the deriva-
tion of reliable surface brightness profiles down to ∼ 31 mag
arcsec−2, according to these authors. In the present work we will
follow a similar procedure, even though our profiles are limited
to radii where the profiles are 3−4 mag arcsec−2 brighter, where
the effects of the PSF are less significant.
In order to shed light on the evolution of these structures,
we have selected a sample of galaxies from the red sequence and
then we have identified the S0 and E/S0 galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.6
by studying their star formation rate, morphology and analysing
their surface brightness profiles. We have quantified the proper-
ties of Type-III discs in this sample and compared them to the
Type-III profiles from the samples at z ' 0. In this paper, we
present the sample selection and describe in detail the statistical
methods to trace the structure in their outskirts and correct for
PSF effects. We will analyse the scaling relations at 0.2 < z < 0.6
and compare them with their local counterparts in a forthcoming
paper (Borlaff et al., in prep.).
The outline of this paper is as follows. The methodology is
described in detail in Sect. 2. The results are presented and dis-
cussed in Sect. 3. The final conclusions can be found in Sect.
4. We tabulate the general properties of the initial red galaxy
sample in Appendix A. Appendix B contains the profile classi-
fications for the S0 – E/S0 sample and their structural and pho-
tometric parameters. Appendix C describes the final sample of
anti-truncated S0 and E/S0 galaxies individually and shows the
RGB images used for the morphological classification as well
as the decompositions performed to the profiles. We assume a
concordant cosmology (ΩM = 0.3,ΩΛ = 0.7,H0 =70 km s−1
Mpc−1, see Spergel et al. 2007). All magnitudes are in the AB
system unless otherwise noted.
2. Methods
In order to study the properties of the surface brightness profiles
of non-local S0 – E/S0 galaxies in the GOODS-N field at z < 0.6,
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Fig. 1: Initial sample selection with the (U − V) vs. (V − J) colour-colour diagram by redshift intervals up to z = 0.6 Dashed line:
Whitaker et al. (2011, 2012) boundaries for identifying the quiescent galaxy population and the star-forming galaxies (see eqs. 2, 3
and 4). Red dots: Quiescent galaxies from the initial SHARDS sample. Blue stars: Star-forming galaxies from the initial SHARDS
sample. The number of objects selected in each class and interval of redshift are given on the panels. [A colour version of the figure
is available in the online edition.]
first we had to create a sample of quiescent candidates, that must
include S0 and E/S0 galaxies, by definition. The data used are
presented in Sect. 2.1 and the selection of a sample of quies-
cent candidates with z < 0.6 is described in Sect. 2.2. Secondly,
we performed a visual morphological classification based on the
data available for the selected objects (2D structure, presence
of AGN activity, star formation rate (SFR), total stellar mass
and surface brightness profile), as described in Sects. 2.2 and
2.8. Thirdly, we modelled each object and corrected any pos-
sible PSF contributions to the surface brightness profiles. After
this, we estimated the necessary corrections for dust extinction,
cosmological dimming and K-correction for each S0 and E/S0
object (Sects. 2.5). This is explained in detail in Sects. 2.3–2.4
and 2.7. Finally, we performed the identification, characterisa-
tion and analysis of the structure of the components in the sur-
face brightness profiles as described in Sect. 2.6. The efficiency
and reliability of the PSF correction performed to the galaxies in
our sample is checked in Sect. 2.7.
2.1. Data description
2.1.1. SHARDS and the Rainbow Database
The Survey for High-z Absorption Red and Dead Sources
(SHARDS, Pérez-González et al. 2013) is an ESO/GTC Large
Program carried out with the OSIRIS instrument on the 10.4 m
Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC). This survey obtained data be-
tween 5000 Å and 9500 Å for galaxies in the GOODS-N field
down to magnitudes m < 26.5 AB mag, in 25 medium band
filters (FWHM ∼ 170 Å). The main goal of this survey was
to study the properties of stellar populations of massive galax-
ies in quiescent evolution at z = 1.0 - 2.3 through the pseu-
dospectra resulting from the data of this photometric medium
band filter system (the set is equivalent to low resolution inte-
gral field spectroscopy, R ∼ 50) and deep ancillary broad-band
data. The wavelengths include key absorption indexes such as
Mg(UV) (λ ∼ 2800 Å), essential for the study of high-z early-
type galaxies. This technique allowed the SHARDS team to se-
lect quiescent objects, calculate star formation histories (SFH,
hereafter) and photometric redshifts with a precision better than
∆z/(1+z) ∼ 0.007 (Domínguez Sánchez et al. 2016). See Pérez-
González et al. (2013) for a detailed description.
SHARDS data are available through the Rainbow Database
(Barro et al. 2011a,b) in compilation with multiple photometric
and spectroscopic data for several cosmological fields, such as
GOODS-N and GOODS-S, COSMOS, or the Extended Groth
Strip. The authors used all the available photometry to build
spectral energy distributions (SEDs) from X-ray to radio. Us-
ing the SED fitting procedure, they derived photometric redshifts
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and estimates of parameters such as the stellar mass, the UV-
and IR-based SFRs, the stellar population age and rest-frame
magnitudes in different filters (Pérez-González et al. 2005, 2008,
2013).
In this study, we have selected a sample of GOODS-N galax-
ies included in the SHARDS survey, that: 1) have low star for-
mation rates, compatible with being early-type galaxies, 2) have
total stellar masses similar to those of the available local samples
(M ∼ 109−1011M), and 3) have morphologies compatible with
being S0 – E/S0 objects. We restricted the selection only to the
objects with reliable SHARDS data because: 1) we wanted to
ensure that the S0 and E/S0 galaxies included in the sample are
really quiescent and have stellar masses comparable with the lo-
cal sample, and 2) we aimed to create a sample of anti-truncated
S0 and E/S0 galaxies that can be used in a forthcoming study to
investigate the properties of the stellar populations, metallicities
and star formation rates of their inner and outer profiles. We have
used SHARDS data release 2 in the database (iDR2beta).
2.1.2. HST/ACS data in the GOODS-N field
We have derived, corrected and analysed the surface brightness
profiles using the deepest images available in our dataset trac-
ing the rest-frame V and R bands, i.e., those in the F775W band
of HST/ACS. The GOODS-N field is a large cosmological field
with HST/ACS imaging centred on the Hubble Deep Field North
(Dickinson et al. 2003). The spatial resolution of these images is
0.06 arcsec/px and the 1σ fluctuation level of the surface bright-
ness on a area of 1 arcsec2 is 27.7 mag. The average FWHM for
the F775W filter mosaic is 0.11 arcsec (Skelton et al. 2014, see
Table 6). In order to derive the surface brightness profiles for the
SHARDS objects, we relied on the ACS F775W mosaic from the
ACS V2.0 data release (HST Cycle 11, program IDs 9425 and
9583, Giavalisco et al. 2004) available at the 3D-HST project
webpage§ (Skelton et al. 2014). The zeropoints of the images
are available in Table 6 of Skelton et al., such that:
µF775W = −2.5 · log10(counts/area) + 25.671 (1)
The reduction process of the raw data was performed by
using the CALACS software, available at the Space Telescope
Science Institute site (Pavlovsky et al. 1999). This pipeline ac-
counts for the bias subtraction, gain correction, and flat-fielding
correction of each individual exposure. The corrected (flt.fits) in-
dividual images were then drizzled to the final mosaic through
the Multidrizzle software package (Koekemoer et al. 2003), and
corrected for geometric distortion at the same time, removing
cosmic-rays and performing sky-subtraction. For more details
on the process of reduction and the data, we refer the reader to
Giavalisco et al. (2004).
We set the upper limit on redshift for the initial sample at
z = 0.6, in order to cover; with the F775W filter from HST/ACS,
a similar wavelength range as the local universe observations we
wanted to compare with (usually, in the V or R bands). This band
traces similar wavelengths as the R band from z = 0.1 to z ∼ 0.3
and is equivalent to F606W (tracing approximately V) between
z = 0.2 and z = 0.6. Thus, we selected the initial sample within
0.2 < z < 0.6. In order to compare the surface brightness pro-
files between the local sample and ours, we also performed a
photometric K-correction to our data to transform them into the
rest-frame R filter (see Sect. 2.5).
§ 3D-HST - A Spectroscopic Galaxy Evolution Survey with the Hubble
Space Telescope: http://3dhst.research.yale.edu/Home.html
2.2. Red sample selection and morphological classification
In the local universe and beyond, galaxies are divided into two
main classes: star-forming galaxies and quiescent galaxies (van
Dokkum et al. 2000; Willmer et al. 2006; Kodama et al. 2007;
Williams et al. 2009; Brammer et al. 2011; Whitaker et al. 2011).
These two populations of galaxies show very different distribu-
tions in rest-frame colour-magnitude diagrams: quiescent galax-
ies usually have high luminosities and red colours while the star-
forming galaxies present lower luminosities and bluer colours.
This means that the two populations of galaxies appear as two
well separated sequences in the (U−V) vs. (V− J) colour-colour
diagram, so we can select a quiescent sample (that includes S0
and E/S0 galaxies, in which we are interested) by using the fol-
lowing boundary-relations (Whitaker et al. 2011, 2012):
U − V > 0.8 × (V − J) + 0.7 (2)
U − V > 1.3 (3)
V − J < 1.5 (4)
The galaxies selected within these boundaries present very
red colours, either because they depleted their gas reservoir and
cannot create new stars or because they are extremely extin-
guished by interstellar dust. We selected all sources from the
GOODS-N field in the SHARDS catalogue (excluding those
classified as stars) which present redshifts 0.2 < z < 0.6, and
we have used the previous boundaries in the colour-colour di-
agram to select those in the red sequence. We have excluded
objects with z < 0.2 in the catalogue because of the high un-
certainties detected in the estimates of the photometric redshifts
at these distances (Barro et al. 2011b). In addition to this, we
used visual morphology classification as well as NIR and UV
SFR to prevent reddened spiral and irregular galaxies from be-
ing included in the sample of quiescent galaxies (see Sect. 3.2).
In Fig. 1 we show an example of this first selection process. Rest-
frame U, V and J magnitudes as well as the redshifts and stellar
masses were taken from the Rainbow Database (see Sect. 2.1.1).
The panel shows in red dots those SHARDS objects within the
red sample according to the criteria outlined previously. With
blue stars, we represent the discarded objects. For the sake of
completeness we show the diagrams corresponding to the in-
terval z = [0, 0.6] with ∆z = 0.1. We removed 8 objects with
0.2 < z < 0.6: 7 of them were artifacts and spurious detections
(SHARDS10007608, SHARDS10009632, SHARDS10012462,
SHARDS10012556, SHARDS20013873, SHARDS20001446
and SHARDS20009949) and 1 object was clearly affected by
nearby star contamination (SHARDS20008526). Finally we
identified 150 objects as "red" (mostly quiescent, as we will
show in Sect. 3.2) in total between 0.2 < z < 0.6. The sample
presents median value of z = 0.41. We note that the ∼ 75% of
the objects have z > 0.27. The red objects in our sample and
their main properties (coordinates, morphological type, photo-
metric and spectroscopic redshifts, stellar mass, SFR, rest-frame
absolute K and V magnitudes, extinction and K-correction for
the F775W filter) are provided in Table A.1 in Appendix A.
We have performed a visual morphological classification of
the objects based on the HST/ACS images in the F435W, F606W
and F775W bands, and a false colour combined image of these
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Fig. 2: F435W, F606W and F775W images of some objects from the initial selected red sample, used for the morphological classifi-
cation. Columns, from left to right: 1) F435W image, 2) F606W image, 3) F775W image, 4) RGB colour image, using the previous
filters for the blue, green and red colours, respectively, 5) information panel with the identifier of the object in the SHARDS data
release 2, position (α, δ), total stellar mass, SFR and z. [A colour version of the figure is available in the online edition.]
three ones. In Fig. 2 we present a summary of the morphologi-
cal classification process by showing the available information
of one object of each morphological class that we have con-
sidered, which we describe below. From left to right, the first
three columns represent the images of each object in the three
filters used for this analysis: F435W (blue), F606W (green) and
F775W (red). We used the F435W filter in order to detect pos-
sible star formation regions that may not be detectable in the
other redder filters. This allowed us to discard from the red sam-
ple the dust-reddened spirals that had not been rejected using
the colour-colour criteria, or contamination sources which were
very bright in the bluer bands but difficult to identify in the red-
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der bands, such as small satellites, tidal tails or minor mergers
in the outskirts of the objects. The RGB images shown in the
fourth column were created by the combination of the previous
three filters. These RGB images were used for the morphological
classification, together with the individual filter images. In ad-
dition, preliminary surface brightness profiles (i.e, without PSF
correction) as well as some characteristic parameters of each ob-
ject (see the right column of Fig. 2) were used for the classifi-
cation process. The images used during the classification pre-
sented a field-of-view (FoV, hereafter) of 7 × Rkr were Rkr is
the Kron radius (Kron 1980) of the object (available from the
Rainbow Database, see Sect. 2.1.1). It was defined in this way in
order to show a sufficient portion of the surrounding areas around
the object to identify possible interactions, close companions or
sources of diffuse light contamination.
We classified the objects of the initially selected red sample
morphologically according to the following criteria (see an ex-
ample of each morphological type in Fig. 2):
– A. Morphological types assigned to well-resolved galaxies:
1. Elliptical galaxies (E): They do not present any signs
of a disc component, but a smooth light distribution sur-
rounding a bright compact core with very low elliptic-
ity. The surface brightness profiles usually decrease with
a steeper and non-constant slope when compared to an
exponential profile. The surface brightness profiles are
usually well-fitted with a single Sérsic profile with index
n ∼ 3 − 5. They do not show appreciable star formation
signs, bars, or spiral arms.
2. S0 – E/S0 galaxies: They show a noticeable disc compo-
nent with a smooth light distribution, without any signs
of spiral structure or star-forming regions. For those ob-
jects where the dominant component is the disc, we have
assigned the S0 classification. On the contrary, the ob-
jects with a dominant central bulge or halo were classi-
fied as E/S0. Some S0 galaxies at low inclination may
be mistaken for elliptical galaxies in the visual classifi-
cation. To avoid contamination between the types, we re-
fined our visual classification by using the surface bright-
ness profiles and the multi-component GALFIT3.0 anal-
ysis, as detailed in Sect. 2.3.
3. Spiral galaxies (Sp): They present a disc component and
a spiral pattern with clear star forming regions detected
in the F435W band.
4. Ongoing mergers (OM): These objects present highly
irregular and distorted light distributions in the images.
The progenitors can still be identified separately. Close
pairs without clear signs of tidal interaction were not in-
cluded in this category and we have classified them as
two independent galaxies.
– B. Morphological types associated with low S/N or low
resolution data:
1. Compact post-starbursts (CPSTB) and green peas
(GP): These are very compact objects. The spatial reso-
lution is not enough to resolve their structure or different
components. Some of these objects present recent merger
signs. The CPSTBs present extremely red colours, pos-
sibly caused by extreme dust extinction. In contrast, the
GPs usually present green colours in the false RGB im-
ages used to classify them. We adopted the “green peas”
nomenclature following Cardamone et al. (2009), but in
order to confirm the objects within this class as real GPs
according to their definition we would require specific
observations, which are beyond the scope of this paper.
2. Diffuse galaxies (DF): We classify as diffuse galax-
ies those objects with very low S/N ratio, usually with
elongated morphologies. Faint spirals or interacting disc
galaxies are possible candidates to appear as diffuse
galaxies. They fall into the red sequence probably be-
cause of dust extinction. The surface brightness profiles
are too faint and noisy due to the low apparent luminosi-
ties.
As explained before, S0 galaxies can be confused with el-
liptical galaxies, especially those at low inclination. The discs
of spiral and S0 galaxies usually show surface brightness pro-
files that follow an exponential law (Freeman 1970) out to a cer-
tain radius. In contrast, elliptical galaxies show a steeper sur-
face brightness decline, usually well fitted by a n ∼ 4 Sérsic
profile (i.e. a de Vaucouleurs profile). We exploited these struc-
tural characteristics to distinguish S0 from E galaxies even at
low inclination. Thus, for the elliptical, S0 and E/S0 galaxies
identified visually, we refined the morphological classification
using the surface brightness profiles, as well as the 2D decom-
position, in order to ensure that we are not including ellipti-
cal objects in the final S0 – E/S0 sample (see Sect. 2.3). We
found 50 S0 and E/S0 galaxies within our initial sample of
150 red galaxies (38 S0 and 12 E/S0). We could correct for
PSF effects 44 out of these 50 S0 and E/S0 galaxies, as ex-
plained in Sect. 2.3. The remaining objects were removed from
the final sample because they did not present stable bulge+disc
2D decompositions (SHARDS10001928, SHARDS10002901,
SHARDS10005029, SHARDS10008552, SHARDS20000858
and SHARDS20004273). The morphologies of our red galaxy
sample and their global properties are described in detail in
Sects. 3.1 and 3.2. The final morphological classification for all
objects in our red sample is provided in Table A.1 of Appendix
A. The RGB images of the objects finally classified as S0 and
E/S0 that could be corrected for PSF effects are provided in Ap-
pendix C (complete version available in colour in the online edi-
tion).
2.3. GALFIT modelling and PSF correction
In order to estimate and correct the amount of dispersed light by
the PSF in the HST/ACS images, especially in the outskirts of
the galaxies, we cannot simply perform a numerical deconvolu-
tion of the image, because it would affect the light distribution in
the low surface brightness region (see Sect. 1). We have followed
a similar procedure to that presented in Trujillo & Bakos (2013).
First, we performed careful masking in all the images,
in order to avoid contamination by foreground objects, non-
symmetric components such as satellites, compact bright regions
or close stars or their PSF spikes. We created these masks in two
steps. We performed an automatic masking by using SExtractor
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996), which is later manually checked. We
manually extended the masks of the largest foreground objects
with circular masks in order to prevent the scattered light from
contaminating the surface brightness profiles of the galaxies. We
estimated the limits of each manual masking by analysing the
isophotal map on smoothed images. We gradually increased the
smoothing kernel from 2 up to 8-10 pixels, checking on each step
the possible features that appeared. By using the isophotal con-
tours, we checked the possible distortions due to contamination
sources or extreme changes in the position angle and ellipticity
in each object. Finally we used the masked images (centred on
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Fig. 3: Top panel: surface brightness profiles of the Type-III
S0 galaxy SHARDS10009610. Blue squares: surface brightness
profile of the original image. Black dots: the same for the PSF-
corrected image (black). We represent the magnitude scale for
the observed F775W band (left axis) and for the rest-frame R
band (right axis). The red solid and blue dashed lines correspond
to the models fitted during the deconvolution and used for check-
ing the visual morphological selection (see the legend). Bot-
tom panel: Residuals between the original and corrected pro-
files. Red circles: difference between the original and the PSF-
corrected profiles. Notice that the PSF effects create a systematic
upturn beyond ∼ 1.0 arcsec. Black squares: difference between
the original profile and the reconvolved PSF-corrected image
profile. The vertical red line represents the limiting radius. [A
colour version of the figure is available in the online edition.]
each object, with a FoV of 100×100 arcsec) to measure individ-
ually the sky noise distribution, which defines for each object the
limiting magnitude of the profile. See some examples of isopho-
tal maps and masked regions in the figures of Appendix C. The
effects of PSF correction on the resulting profiles are analysed in
Sect. 3.5.
We used GALFIT3.0 (Peng et al. 2002) to fit two sets of mod-
els for each object within our sample of 50 S0 and E/S0 galaxies:
a single free Sérsic model and a free Sérsic model + exponential
profile. In this step, we discarded from the S0 and E/S0 sam-
ple those objects which: 1) cannot be fitted with a stable model,
due to small size or irregularities, 2) are well fitted with a single
(high n) Sérsic profile, so the profile corresponds to an ellipti-
cal galaxy rather than an E/S0 or S0 (see Sect. 2.2), or 3) do
not drastically reduce the residuals of the fit by adding a second
component to the first one. This revision was performed indi-
vidually by three co-authors, checking the differences between
the modelled and the original profiles. In this phase we distin-
guished between the elliptical galaxies from face-on S0 galaxies
by analysing their surface brightness profiles. In order to do that,
we have estimated for all the objects two different 2D decompo-
sitions: 1) using a single Sérsic profile and 2) with a Sérsic bulge
+ exponential disc profile. Note that each 2D decomposition im-
plies a different PSF deconvolution. We analysed the residual
profile of each object, and identified those which do not drasti-
cally improve with the addition of a disc component and present
a smooth decrease of the slope with the galactocentric radius.
Finally we confirmed that the 9 objects that visually presented
elliptical morphologies really were ellipticals according to their
surface brightness profiles. We show the surface brightness pro-
files, with the corresponding models and residual profiles, for
the S0 and E/S0 galaxies with successful PSF correction in Ap-
pendix C.
We have estimated the errors of the parameters of each model
by performing Monte Carlo simulations over the original im-
ages, varying each pixel value within the noise level and fit-
ting sequentially. We note that we assume 1, 2 and 3 σ limits
as those values that enclose 68%, 95% and 99.7% of the prob-
ability distribution of the sample. In the case of the noise level
of our images the sample are the sky-dominated pixels. We de-
fine as sky-dominated pixels any pixel that was not identified
as part of a source in the masks generated before to create the
GALFIT3.0 models and the surface brightness profiles. We es-
timated the noise level as the upper 1σ fluctuation of the sky
background distribution. This value is equivalent to the standard
deviation if we assume that the sky background follows a nearly
Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and dispersion equal to the
measured noise level. By providing GALFIT3.0 a PSF model
for the image, the program tries to fit the best model that, af-
ter convolution with the PSF, matches the original image. This
allows us to estimate the amount of diffuse light scattered into
the outskirts of the image. We estimate the deconvolved image
through the following image operation:
Residuals = Image raw − PS F ∗ ModelGALFIT (5)
Deconvolved f inal image = ModelGALFIT + Residuals (6)
The 3DHST team provides a star-stacked PSF, but the model
size is very small for our purposes (∼ 4 arcsec in diameter) while
we need at least a ∼ 25 arcsec diameter PSF to perform any kind
of PSF subtraction (Sandin 2014, 2015). Otherwise, the recon-
volved model (i.e., the fitted PSF-free model, again convolved
by the PSF) would systematically underestimate the amount of
dispersed light at radii larger than half the diameter of the PSF.
This limit in size was calculated by multiple iterations in the
surface brightness profile fitting, and roughly corresponds to 1.5
times the limiting radius at S/N = 3 in the surface brightness
profiles of the larger galaxies in our sample. We show an ex-
ample of the deconvolution and modelling in Fig. 3. In the top
panel, we represent the surface brightness profiles of the original
and PSF-corrected image, as well as the profiles of the models
used for the deconvolution. Notice that the deconvolved profile
is systematically biased towards brighter magnitudes in the cen-
tre and dimmer magnitudes in the outskirts. This effect is clear
in the bottom panel, where we show the differences between the
original and the PSF-corrected profiles (red dots). Notice that
the original and reconvolved profile (black squares) are nearly
identical along the whole profile, showing that the PSF correc-
tion and the fit are adequate, under the assumption that the PSF
model is robust and realistic (we demonstrate this in Fig. 4, see
below).
GOODS-N is an extremely star-clean field, so PSF mod-
elling using star stacking may lead to noisy and biased distri-
butions in the outskirts of the profiles due to the lack of bright
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the subtraction of a star with GALFIT3.0, using a 15 arcsec Tiny Tim PSF (upper row) and our combined PSF
(lower row). Top left panel: F775W image of a star. Bottom left panel: Intensity profiles for the star, the PSF models and the residual
images after the subtraction of the Tiny Tim PSF and after the subtraction using our combined PSF (see the legend for details).
Middle column: PSF scaled models for the Tiny Tim model (top) and the combined PSF (bottom). Right column: Residuals of the
subtraction for the Tiny Tim model (top) and the combined PSF (bottom). Note that the residuals for the wings in case of using our
combined PSF are smaller at all radii than those resulting from using the Tiny Tim PSF, despite the common central underestimate.
The FoV of all the images is 24 × 24 arcsec2. All images are in the same colour scale. [A colour version of the figure is available in
the online edition.]
stars in the field. Instead, we have created a model of the PSF
using the Tiny Tim software (Krist et al. 2011) for the PSF out-
skirts, combined with a GOODS-N stacked star PSF for the in-
ner regions of the PSF provided by 3DHST. Tiny Tim is a mod-
elling tool for generating HST model PSFs for multiple cameras
and filters. The synthetic PSFs generated by Tiny Tim have been
previously used in similar studies (See de Jong 2008; Trujillo &
Bakos 2013). GOODS-N has a covering grid of 3×5 individual
ACS pointings, with some overlap to check the photometric and
astrometry consistency between individual pointings. There is a
rotation of the field of 45o between the odd-numbered epochs
and the even-numbered epochs. In order to approximate the ef-
fect of the combination of rotated images in the final mosaic,
we combined two Tiny Tim PSF model images of 29 arcsec in
diameter, rotated 45o degrees (Trujillo & Fliri 2016). After that,
the centre of the resulting PSF model was replaced by the natural
star PSF model of 3DHST, which is reliable only out to 4 arc-
sec. We measure a FWHM of our combined PSF model is 0.09
arcsec. As mentioned in Sect. 2.1.2, in Skelton et al. (2014) (see
Table 6), the authors report an average FWHM of 0.11 arcsec for
the F775W band mosaic of GOODS-N.
In Fig. 4 we show a quality test to show that our PSF model is
robust and realistic. The upper panels show the test using a stan-
dard PSF created by Tiny Tim for the F775W filter, whereas the
lower panels show the test using our combined PSF. We have fit-
ted each PSF to a well-centred field star in the GOODS-N image,
using GALFIT3.0. The residuals of the two cases are shown in
the right panels, and the residuals profile in the bottom left panel.
We find that our combined PSF model significantly reduces the
residuals of the PSF modelling of the star when compared to the
original Tiny Tim model. The success of the subtraction is sig-
nificant especially for the intermediate and external parts where
the characteristic spikes and rings of the HST PSF are removed
almost completely. In addition, the remaining residuals in the
centre do not show circular symmetry, which would introduce
contamination in our azimuthally averaged profiles.
Additionally, in order to test on each object the validity of
the PSF-deconvolved model obtained, we again convolve the
PSF-deconvolved image by the PSF model (or reconvolved im-
age), and compute the differences between the surface brightness
profiles derived from the original and reconvolved images. We
found that the differences between the original and the recon-
volved profiles were less than 1σ in the surface brightness pro-
files up to the limiting radius in each case. Thus, we concluded
that the applied PSF correction is robust and self-consistent.
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Fig. 5: Left panel: Estimated K-correction for the F775W filters to the R band as a function of z. It is important to highlight that the
linear fit applies to the observed correlation of the S0 and E/S0 galaxies of the sample. The intensity levels of the linear fit represent
the 1, 2 and 3σ confidence regions of the fit. Right panel: Stellar mass for the initial red sequence sample vs. z. Consult the legend
in the figure for the morphological classification. [A colour version of the figure is available in the online edition.]
2.4. Surface brightness profiles
We derived the surface brightness profiles by two different meth-
ods, depending on the inclination of the object. For the low in-
clined objects we relied on the ellipse task from IRAF. We
fixed the position angle and ellipticity of the ellipses to the mean
values obtained with SExtractor in the galaxy disc on the orig-
inal image, with the limiting threshold set at 1σ. By doing so,
we avoid unstable solutions for the position angle and elliptic-
ity, especially common in the outskirts, where the S/N ratio is
low (see E08) and where we will be centring our attention. As
a side effect, the innermost parts of the profiles (first 5-6 pix-
els in radius) may be slightly biased towards lower values, but
we discarded this region in the vast majority of the cases, so it
does not affect our results. On the other hand, the nearly edge-on
objects were analysed by using ISOFIT (Ciambur 2015). This
task replaces the angular parameter that defines quasi-elliptical
isophotes in polar coordinates for the eccentric anomaly. By do-
ing this, ISOFIT provides more accurate modelling of galaxies
with non-elliptical shapes, such as disc galaxies viewed edge-on,
and thus recovers more accurate surface brightness profiles. We
have used free position angle and ellipticity in this case.
In order to separate the edge-on objects from the rest of
the sample, we have used the results from the 2D decompo-
sition models performed previously for the deconvolution pro-
cess. The Monte Carlo simulations that we performed on the
GALFIT3.0 models provide the probability distribution for the
axis ratio (q = b/a) of the disc component. We assumed an in-
trinsic axis ratio for the S0 galaxies of q0 ∼ 0.25 (Weijmans
et al. 2014), with the exception of those objects with q < 0.25
where we used q0 = 0.1, which is the lower limit of the q0
distribution from Weijmans et al. (2014). We note that we ap-
ply this ratio only as a median value in order to select ob-
jects with high inclinations, and it is not used to extract con-
clusions for single objects. The values of the inclination angle
for each object are included in Table B.1 in Appendix B. The
median dispersion for these values are ±3 degrees. We iden-
tify five objects with q0 < 0.25 as nearly edge-on galaxies
(SHARDS10000845, SHARDS10001727, SHARDS20000827,
SHARDS20003134 and SHARDS20011817). In addition to
these, after visual classification, we added SHARDS10002351
and SHARDS10003402 to the edge-on sample. For them, the
surface brightness profiles have been derived with ISOFIT in-
stead of ellipse, as commented above.
We defined the outer limit of the profile on the major axis
as the outermost elliptical bin with an integrated intensity with
S/N > 3. The 1σ sky noise level was defined for each azimuthal
bin as:
σsky,bin =
σsky,pixel√
N
(7)
where σsky,pixel represents the standard deviation of the back-
ground, measured on the masked images and N is the number of
pixels included in each radial bin. The sky noise for each ellipse
is then combined by addition in quadrature with the intrinsic dis-
persion along the azimuthal direction for each ellipse. The upper
and lower limits of the magnitude values have been calculated by
performing Monte Carlo simulations of the final noise distribu-
tion for each bin. The median limiting magnitude for our profiles
is µF775W,lim = 27.092+0.024−0.032 mag arcsec
−2 (the uncertainties refer
to the percentiles 84.1 and 15.6, equivalent to ±1σ in a Gaussian
distribution).
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2.5. Photometric corrections
The rest-frame wavelength range for a filter varies as a function
of z, so we need to apply a K-correction (Humason et al. 1956;
Oke & Sandage 1968) to the photometry of our profiles. We have
performed the K-correction directly by estimating the variation
of the colour between the apparent magnitude estimated from the
fitted SED in the rest-frame filter we want to compare with (R
band) and the observed magnitude in the F775W filter. The rest
frame (synthetic) R and the observed F775W apparent magni-
tudes for each object of our sample are available at the Rainbow
Database. Rest-frame magnitudes have been calculated by direct
integration over the best-fit SED for each object (Pérez-González
et al. 2013). In the left panel of Fig. 5 we show the K-correction
derived for the S0 and E/S0 galaxies of our sample, as a function
of z. It nearly follows a linear relation for S0 and E/S0 galaxies,
which we have fitted by using 10,000 bootstrapping simulations
of a least squares fit, resulting in:
R − F775W = 0.340+0.033−0.042 − 1.619+0.065−0.072 · z, (8)
with a Spearman correlation coefficient of ρ = −0.838, and a
Pearson test probability p < 2.2 × 10−16. We calculate the K-
corrections for each object by using the previous linear relation,
which applies a median correction as a function of z. The final K-
corrections for each object are shown in Table A.1 in Appendix
A (the median uncertainty for R− F775W is ±0.060). Therefore,
the final surface brightness profiles of our 0.2 < z < 0.6 sample
are in the rest-frame R band, as the available data on local Type-
III S0s by E08 and G11.
In order to check the goodness of the Rainbow photometric
redshift for our subsample of S0 and E/S0 galaxies at 0.2 < z <
0.6, we have estimated the difference between the spectroscopic
and the photometric redshifts for those objects where the former
is available (47 out of the selected 50 S0 and E/S0 galaxies have
spectroscopic redshift). We found an excellent overall agreement
between the spectroscopic z and the photometric z with a me-
dian dispersion in our subsample of ∆z/(1 + z) = 0.0024, mean-
ing that the photometric z estimated in Rainbow from SED fit-
ting are very good for the galaxies of our sample. A notable
exception is the object SHARDS10000845 (zphoto = 0.36, but
zspec = 0.5123). The spectroscopic redshift flag at the Rainbow
Database is 4, which means a very reliable value for zspec. Nev-
ertheless, this discrepancy does not affect the results, as the zspec
was used instead of the zphoto result in all the calculations when
available. Only three S0 – E/S0 galaxies did not present avail-
able zspec values (SHARDS10005029, SHARDS10008552 and
SHARDS20011817). However, the two first cases were removed
from the final sample (see the reasons in Sect. 2.2) and the last
one was finally classified as an S0 galaxy with a Type-I profile.
We corrected our profiles for Milky Way dust extinction too.
To estimate the necessary corrections, we used the dust red-
dening maps from Schlegel et al. (1998), available through the
NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive‡. We extracted the extinc-
tion factor E(B−V) for each object at its position. We assumed a
Landolt V band extinction in magnitudes AV = 3.315×E(B−V),
and the ratio AF775W/AV = 0.65 (Fitzpatrick 1999; Indebetouw
et al. 2005). We corrected for the calculated extinction correction
for each object in the sample. The values obtained are available
in Table A.1 in Appendix A.
Finally, we have corrected the profile for cosmological dim-
ming, which entails a factor ∆µ = −10 · log10(1 + z). We use the
best z value for each object available in the Rainbow Database
to perform this correction (see Table A.1 in Appendix A).
‡ http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/DUST/
2.6. Elbow: automated break analysis of disc surface
brightness profiles
After the surface brightness profile calculation, we proceeded
to classify the profiles into the three types described in Sect. 1,
paying special attention to those objects showing a Type-III pro-
file. We have performed this classification using two procedures:
1) simple visual classification and 2) an automated break anal-
ysis via an algorithm written by ourselves in R† (R Core Team
2016) that we called Elbow. Elbow accepts as input the surface
brightness profile and the errors in both magnitude and position
of each bin, as well as minimum and maximum radial limits for
the analysis. The tasks of the program are: 1) to estimate the best
double exponential fit to a surface brightness profile and 2) to
calculate the probability that the slopes of the inner and outer
fitted profiles are statistically different. The algorithm works by
carrying out Monte Carlo + Bootstrapping simulations on the in-
put profile, using the uncertainties provided by the user for each
data point in both radius and magnitude. This is a two-steps pro-
cess. First, for each simulation, Elbow generates a new profile
by random re-sampling with replacement (bootstrapping). This
implies that the new profile contains the same number of points
than the original one, but some of them are not included in each
simulation. Secondly, we replace each data point with the values
from a Gaussian distribution with mean value equal to the orig-
inal data point and σ equal to the original error (Monte Carlo).
This is done for both variables (r and µ). We take advantage of
the combination of the bootstrapping and Monte Carlo methods
in order to take into account the different uncertainties associ-
ated to each point and obtain an accurate probability distribution
of the parameters at the same time. One of the main benefits of
the re-sampling methods is to avoid any assumptions of normal-
ity on the sample and hence obtain a more accurate distribution
for certain statistics. In addition, the shape of the resulting prob-
ability distributions for the parameters give us information about
the presence of outliers and irregularities. This method of fitting
breaks in linear trends via bootstrapping was already tested in
Cardiel et al. (1998) to detect changes in the slope of the line-
strength gradients of Mg2 and the λ4000Å break as a function of
the galactocentric radius in central cluster galaxies, and more re-
cently by Marino et al. (2016) to detect breaks in surface bright-
ness profiles.
We have avoided the inner parts of the profile - which are
dominated by the bulge emission - by using the bulge model fit-
ted with the GALFIT3.0 and removing from the fit the section of
the profile where the bulge dominates the emission over the ex-
ponential profile. For several objects this minimum limit was not
enough to properly mask the central part of the profile (because
of additional inner components), and it had to be set to a more
restrictive and larger radius by visual inspection of the profile
and the model decompositions. Similarly, we have cut the pro-
file of several objects before reaching the limiting radius, due to
the presence of irregularities or possible contamination sources
that we wanted to avoid in the final profile fit.
For each simulation, Elbow minimises the residual distances
of the input observational profile to a broken profile modelled as:
µ(r) =

µ0,i +
2.5
ln(10)
· r
hi
if r < Rbreak,
µ0,o +
2.5
ln(10)
· r
ho
if r > Rbreak,
(9)
† R: A language and environment for statistical computing.
http://www.R-project.org.
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Fig. 6: Examples of the three kinds of disc profiles in our sample of S0 and E/S0 galaxies and their analysis. Columns, from left to
right: 1) Type I: SHARDS20002966, 2) Type II: SHARDS10000845, 3) Type III: SHARDS10000327. Upper row: RGB composed
images of the objects using the HST/ACS filters F435W (blue), F606W (green) and F775W (red). The total FoV is 10× 10 arcsec2.
The red ellipse marks where the surface brightness profile presents a S/N = 3. The green ellipse indicates the location of the break
if the profile is a Type II or III. The yellow bar represents 10 kpc in physical size. Middle row: Surface brightness profiles in the rest-
frame R band corrected for the dust extinction, cosmological dimming and K-correction of the corresponding objects. Only the black
filled points where included in the final break fit. The yellow points were removed from the fit to avoid bulge light contamination or
are outside the limiting radius. The red and blue dashed-dotted lines represent the best fits to the inner and outer regions of the disc,
and the coloured uncertainty regions around them represent the 1σ confidence interval of each fit, respectively. The red vertical line
represents the limiting radius for considering data points in the fit (S/N = 3). The dotted lines indicate the most probable break
location in the profile (note the high uncertainty in the Type-I profile). Lower row: 2D probability density distributions (PDDs) for the
scale-length h and central surface brightness µ0 decompositions. Note that in the case of SHARDS1000327 and SHARDS10000845
the PDDs show two peaks where the inner and outer profiles are located, while in SHARDS20002966 the solutions for the two
profiles peak around an unique point. The rainbow-like colour scale represents probability density, with redder colours indicating
higher values. [A colour version of the figure is available in the online edition.]
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Fig. 7: Probability density distributions of the surface brightness profile fit for the Type-III S0 galaxy SHARDS10000327. Upper
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version of the figure is available in the online edition.]
Rbreak = hi · ho ·
ln (10)
2.5
· µ0,i − µ0,o
hi − ho (10)
hence we obtain the probability distribution of the characteristic
parameters for both inner and outer profiles, as well as the Rbreak
probability distribution. We estimated the maximum likelihood
solution for hi, µ0,i, ho and µ0,o (or best solutions) as the mode
of the corresponding distribution. For each simulation, we cal-
culate a value for Rbreak following Eq. 10. The best solution of
Rbreak was defined as the value corresponding to the maximum
likelihood solution for hi, µ0,i, ho and µ0,o. Thus, Rbreak is a de-
pendent parameter of the inner and outer fits to the profile. In
contrast to that, the corresponding µbreak values were calculated
from the interpolation of the input profile at the break position
R = Rbreak.
Elbow estimates the probability density distributions (PDDs,
hereafter) as the distribution of each parameter resulting from
the simulations (∼ 100, 000 in our case). We have used these
PDDs to estimate the central values of each distribution (maxi-
mum probability values, which is the mode of the distribution,
as commented above) and the uncertainty intervals (for 1, 2 and
3σ). We have also used these PDDs to estimate the probability
that the inner and outer profiles are significantly different. This
is:
H0,1 : hi = ho, (11)
H0,2 : µ0,i = µ0,o. (12)
Our null hypothesis was that the two profiles are not differ-
ent, so that the inner slope and the outer slope would be the same
(H0,1) or that the central magnitude of the inner profile is com-
patible with that of the outer profile (H0,2). Thus the probability
for this test consists of two estimators: 1) the fraction of simula-
tions that gave an ho > hi in the case of a Type-III profile (and
ho < hi in the case of a Type-II profile) and 2) the fraction of
simulations that gave µ0,o > µ0,i in the case of a Type-III pro-
file (and µ0,o < µ0,i in the case of a Type-II profile). These two
p-values are extremely consistent and in most cases they present
equivalent or equal results (see Table B.1). Notice that this test
does not only take into account the presence of a noticeable ex-
cess of light in the outskirts of the galaxy, but it also would give
negative results if this light distribution is not well fitted by a
double exponential disc function. This was the case in several
objects with irregularities in the outer regions of their profiles.
After that, we ran the simulations and identified those objects
with significant breaks in their final profiles. Finally we visually
checked the profiles and the fits, and classified all the objects
in the three different classes (Type I, II or III). We assume a p-
value of 10−2 as a limit value to accept a profile as a Type III,
which corresponds to a 99% confidence level that the PDDs of
the characteristic parameters of the profile are not compatible
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with a Type-I profile. The same was applied for the Type-II pro-
files.
In Fig. 6 we show three examples of the final break analy-
sis performed to the deconvolved profiles. The top panels show
the composed RGB images of each object with the limiting ra-
dius represented as a red ellipse. The intermediate panels of
Fig. 6 represent the corresponding surface brightness profile in
the R band corrected for dust extinction, cosmological dimming
and K-correction of each object. We represent using black filled
points those radial bins that were included in the final break fit.
Notice that we systematically avoided the innermost regions due
the dominant bulge emission. The red and blue dashed-dotted
lines represent the best fits to the inner and outer regions. The
dotted vertical and horizontal black lines represent the best Rbreak
and µbreak respectively, with their 1σ confidence regions marked
with black solid lines. The best results obtained for the inner and
outer fitted profiles along with their respective confidence inter-
vals are indicated in the intermediate panels.
For the profile of the object in the first column of panels
of Fig. 6 (SHARDS20002966) the confidence regions of the in-
ner (red) and outer (blue) profiles completely overlap (see the
left bottom panel). The p-value associated with this profile is
p = 0.224, so the null hypothesis is not discarded and therefore,
we do not find any difference between the inner and outer pro-
files, meaning that this galaxy has a Type-I profile. On the con-
trary, SHARDS10000845 (second column of panels) presents
a clear Type-II profile. The associated p-value calculated with
Elbow for this profile is p = 3.4 × 10−4, thus we can discard the
null hypothesis and the break is statistically significant. A clear
Type-III case is SHARDS10000327 (see the third column of
panels in Fig. 6). The associated p-value for this Type-III break
is p = 3.0 × 10−4, thus the break is statistically significant. The
lower row of panels of Fig. 6 represents the 2D probability distri-
bution (PDD) of the scale-length h and central surface brightness
µ0 for the three cases. The colour scale is linear and represents
density of solutions of both inner (µ0,i, hi) and outer profiles (µ0,o,
ho) in an arbitrary scale. These 2D histograms represent where
the fitted solutions concentrate for each profile, in order to find
the best central surface brightness and scale-length. In the case
of SHARDS10000327 and SHARDS10000845 (which present
a clear break) the solutions converge on a bimodal distribution
with two maxima, marked with black crosses. On the contrary,
the PDD of SHARDS20002966 only presents one clear maxi-
mum, meaning that it is a Type-I profile.
In Fig. 7 we show the PDDs for each parameter of the sur-
face brightness profile of SHARDS10000327 (hi, ho and Rbreak
in the upper row, and µ0,i, µ0,o and µbreak in the lower row). We
represent with dashed-dotted lines the maximum likelihood so-
lution for hi, µ0,i, ho and µ0,o. The PDD for Rbreak shows the so-
lution derived from these best-fit parameters following Eq. 10.
Finally, we show the corresponding PDD for the µbreak mea-
sured over the surface brightness profile with the best fit solu-
tion marked also with a vertical dashed-dotted line. As detailed
before, SHARDS10000327 shows a Type-III surface brightness
profile. This causes that the PDD for hi is centred at a lower value
that the PDD for ho. An analogous result is found for µ0,i and
µ0,o. As a consequence of this, the histograms for Rbreak and µbreak
show single-peaked and Gaussian-like PDDs, meaning that the
break is well-defined and statistically significant.
The best fitting results for the 44 S0 and E/S0 galaxies at
z < 0.6 within our sample, along with the confidence intervals
and p-values, are available in Table B.1 in Appendix B.
2.7. Efficiency and reliability of the PSF correction
We additionally tested the reliability and efficiency of the PSF
correction process by including synthetic images of galaxies
with intrinsic exponential profiles into the GOODS-N image
convolved with our PSF. After that, we analysed the type of pro-
file which is recovered following the same procedure that we
have used with real ones. To do this, we generated 9 synthetic
galaxy models with bulge + pure Type-I exponential discs. We
chose three different size ranges: small, medium and large, with
Reff,bulge = 0.06, 0.12 and 0.18 arcsec and h = 0.24, 0.42 and 0.6
arcsec respectively. We used three different inclinations (0o, 45o
and 90o) in order to test the variation of the PSF effects and the
dependence of the result of the deconvolution with disc inclina-
tion. The models were generated with GALFIT3.0.
The synthetic images were generated by convolving the
models created with GALFIT3.0 with our PSF model (see
Sect. 2.3). After this, we included the resulting image in a re-
gion free of detections in the GOODS-N mosaic. By doing so,
we took into account: 1) the possible presence of background
sources not resolved or with low S/N ratio that were not detected
in the masking process, and 2) the noise distribution, which had
to be similar to the one in the real images. We did not find any
differences with the results described next when a pure Gaussian
noise distribution was added to the images, which indicates that
the sky level and the background sources were not affecting our
profiles. After the synthetic galaxies are generated, we used the
same procedure as in the case of the real images (see Sects. 2.4–
2.6).
In Fig. 8 we show the surface brightness profiles of our syn-
thetic Type-I models convolved (analogous to our original data)
and not (i.e., the real profile) by the PSF of our data (blue and red,
respectively) and the surface brightness profiles of the decon-
volved images (black), i.e., the profiles recovered after using the
same extraction and analysis procedures as in our real data. The
vertical solid lines represent the radius where S/N = 3. The sur-
face brightness profiles of the PSF-affected models (red) present
clear excesses in the outskirts compared to the real (non-affected
by the PSF) profiles (blue), which systematically increases the
radial region where the object has a S/N > 3. The main result is
that, after the PSF correction (black), we successfully remove or
reduce most of the scattered light, reconstructing the real shape
of the profiles in the centre (blue) at the same time (see the dif-
ferences between the real, original Type-I profiles and those re-
covered by our procedure in the corresponding subpanels, as a
function of radius).
We also use Elbow to analyse whether the PSF wings can
create apparent Type-III profiles in the synthetic Type-I galaxies
that we have simulated. This test was also useful as a benchmark
to test Elbow on a synthetic model. The results of the analysis
are summarised in Table 1. In the table we show the p-values
associated with the likelihood of each surface brightness profile
to be well-represented by a single exponential profile. We find
that:
– The amount of light scattered by the PSF to the outskirts of
the synthetic objects is generally small, but it is detectable as
a break by Elbow in PSF-uncorrected profiles (especially in
the face-on and 45o inclination cases of the small objects).
– The PSF deconvolution procedure efficiently removes the
scattered light in the outskirts and recovers the inner profile
at the same time.
Consequently, the deconvolved images are completely free
of misclassified Type-III profiles in all ranges of sizes and ori-
entations due to PSF effects. We can therefore conclude that the
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Fig. 8: Surface brightness profiles of the synthetic images of galaxies: Top panels: i = 0o. Middle panels: i = 45o. Bottom panels:
i = 90o. Left column: large sized model. Middle column: medium sized model. Right column: small sized model. Blue dashed
profile: non-PSF affected surface brightness profile (real profile). Red dashed-dotted profile: PSF-affected surface brightness profile
(analogous to our original uncorrected data). Black solid profile: PSF-corrected surface brightness profile. The vertical solid lines
represent the limiting radius of each profile (Solid black line: PSF-corrected profile, Dashed blue line: non-PSF affected model
profile, Dashed-dotted red line: PSF-convolved model profile). Lower panels: Black dotted line Differences between the non-PSF
affected and the corrected surface brightness profile. Dashed line Differences between the non-PSF affected and the PSF affected
surface brightness profile. [A colour version of the figure is available in the online edition.]
procedure that we have followed for extracting and correcting
the surface brightness profiles for PSF effects is reliable and ef-
ficient for recovering the real profiles.
2.8. AGN in the initial sample
We detailed in the previous sections that the deconvolution pro-
cedure relies on the fact that the light distribution of the objects
is sufficiently well approximated by a certain analytical func-
tion (in our case, different combinations of Sérsic profiles). For
galaxies hosting a powerful active galactic nucleus (AGN), this
may not be the case. The light distribution of the central regions
of AGN host galaxies may be much brighter than those with no
AGN emission. As a consequence of this, we may be systemati-
cally underestimating the PSF contribution in the outskirts.
Alexander et al. (2003) have identified X-ray emitters in the
Chandra Deep Field North, which covers the entire GOODS-N
field. They detected 503 sources in 7 X-ray bands between 0.5-8
keV. Barger et al. (2003) found optical and infrared counterparts
for the objects identified by Alexander et al. (2003). In Bauer
et al. (2004), the authors classified the 504 objects in the cate-
gories AGN, star-forming galaxies and Galactic stars by using
their optical spectral classifications, radio morphologies, vari-
ability, X-ray-to-optical flux ratios, X-ray spectra and their in-
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Orientation PSF Large Medium Small
Face-on Uncorrected 0.105 0.010 6 × 10
−4
Deconvolved 0.199 0.499 0.120
45o Uncorrected 0.119 0.013 2 × 10
−4
Deconvolved 0.489 0.185 0.079
Edge-on Uncorrected 0.009 0.131 0.085Deconvolved 0.365 0.230 0.496
Table 1: Likelihood (p-values) for the surface brightness pro-
files of the synthetic models, so that the PSF uncorrected im-
ages and the deconvolved models present a Type-I (pure expo-
nential) profile. The small, medium and large models present
Reff,bulge = 0.18, 0.12 and 0.06 arcsec and h = 0.6, 0.42 and 0.24
arcsec respectively. The models were deconvolved following the
procedure described in Sect. 2.3, and analysed with Elbow.
trinsic luminosities. In order to take into account the presence
of AGN in our sample, we have cross-correlated our initial red
sample with the AGN catalogues in GOODS-N. We used the op-
tical coordinates from Barger et al. (2003) to find the matching
sources within 1 arcsec of separation.
We found 9 matching sources, 4 of them classified
as star-forming galaxy candidates (SHARDS10001344,
SHARDS20000827, SHARDS20002935 and
SHARDS20003134) and 5 of them classified as AGN
(SHARDS10000827, SHARDS20002147, SHARDS20003119,
SHARDS20003377 and SHARDS20004440). All of them
are S0 or E/S0s in our classification, with the exception of
SHARDS20003119, which was classified as a red spiral by us.
The maximum distance between the matching sources in the
Rainbow catalogue and the optical coordinates was less than 0.3
arcsec and we did not find any other possible counterparts until
we increased the matching radius to 5 arcsec, well above the
precision of the astrometry.
The emission of a source smaller than the pixel size of the
detector would create a 2D light distribution equal to the PSF, by
definition. In order to account for the possible optical emission
of the AGN in these objects, we have added a PSF component
to their GALFIT3.0 model. Therefore, we fitted the AGN, the
bulge component and the disc as the sum of a PSF, a free Sérsic
and an exponential (n = 1) Sérsic profile. The model fitting was
performed inside out, starting from a PSF + free Sérsic profile
for the inner regions and then adding the disc component once a
stable solution was reached for the inner regions. In some cases,
we needed to fix several parameters alternatively, such as total
fluxes or the centres of the components. Finally, we inspected
the residuals and the solution, paying attention to the innermost
regions. Due to unavoidable degeneracies between the PSF and
the bulge total flux as a result of the limited spatial resolution,
we have flagged the AGN objects in our sample in Table B.1 in
Appendix B, although we have kept them in the final sample of
S0–E/S0 galaxies.
Furthermore, the classification of 4 S0 galaxies by Bauer
et al. (2004) as star-forming galaxies appears to be in contra-
diction with the results from the SFR calculated using the data
in the Rainbow Database (see Sect. 3.2). We checked ancillary
data for each one of these objects for signs of star-formation.
SHARDS20000827 was included in the sample from Treu
et al. (2005) (Table 1, ID 1267). These authors do not report any
[OII] or [Hδ] emission lines in a S/N = 32.12 spectrum and the
galaxy was also classified as S0. This object was also studied in
Georgakakis et al. (2007) (Table 1, ID 81). They do not find any
IR emission excess above the stellar expectation. They pointed
out that X-ray emission of this object may be due to hot gas and
low mass X-ray binaries.
SHARDS10001344 was also classified as an IR-faint ob-
ject in Georgakakis et al., (Table 1, ID 354). These authors pro-
pose a post-starburst classification (possibly due to a past merger
event) as a cause for the observed X-ray emission, although the
observed IR luminosity is compatible with those of early-type
galaxies.
The observed wavelength of the Hα emission line for
SHARDS20002935 is λHα ∼ 9677 Å (z = 0.4745), which is in
the observable spectral window of the WFC3 grism in the NIR
(G141). The Rainbow Database contains a G141 1D spectrum,
which we analysed looking for any signs of emission lines. We
found an Hα emission line candidate at λ = 9692 Å, with a total
flux of fHα = 1.61+1.61−0.82 × 10−16 erg cm−2 s−1. This emission en-
tails a total Hα luminosity in of LHα = 1.34+1.36−0.69 × 1040 erg s−1.
Assuming the expression given by Kennicutt et al. (1994):
SFRHα(M yr−1) = 7.9 × 10−42 LHα (erg s−1), (13)
we estimate a SFRHα = 1.06+1.07−0.54 M yr
−1. This value is very
similar to the total SFR obtained by the combination of the
NIR and 2800 Å emission and thus compatible with a quies-
cent galaxy (SFR= 3.05 M yr−1 and log10 M/M = 10.92, see
Sect. 3.2).
The Team Keck Treasury Redshift Survey (TKRS, Wirth
et al. 2004) has an available optical spectrum between 5000 -
10000 Å of SHARDS20003134 (ID 4554). Simple visual inspec-
tion of the data was sufficient to discard any signs of emission
lines associated with star formation.
Finally, Ptak et al. (2007) uses SED fitting pro-
cedures to estimate photometric redshift and separate
galaxy types. According to their results the SEDs of
SHARDS10001344, SHARDS20000827, SHARDS20002935
and SHARDS20003134 are compatible with those of early-type
galaxies.
In conclusion, we have identified the objects and corrected
the images and the profiles of the sources with possible AGN
activity accounting for the central AGN light emission. In addi-
tion to this, the ancillary data studied supports our morphologi-
cal classification, and confirms that the SFR levels of the objects
included in our sample are compatible with those of early-type
galaxies. Therefore, these 4 AGN with S0 morphology were fi-
nally kept in the final S0 – E/S0 sample.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Statistics of the red galaxy sample by morphology
After the revision performed to the visual morphological classi-
fication by checking the images and the PSF-corrected surface
brightness profiles, we find that, from the original sample of 150
red galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.6, 38 were finally classified as S0
(25.3%) and 12 as E/S0 (8.0%) - this is a total of 33.3% S0 and
E/S0 objects in the red galaxy sample. Additionally, 40 sources
were classified as compact post-starburst objects (26.6%), 32 ob-
jects have been classified as diffuse objects (21.3%), 9 objects
present clear signs of being in interaction with others (6.0%), 7
objects are classified as "green peas" (4.7%), 9 objects have been
confirmed as E galaxies (6.0%), and we have also identified 3
spiral galaxies.
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The results of the morphological classification of the red
galaxy sample selected at 0.2 < z < 0.6 within the SHARDS
catalogue in the GOODS-N field and the following physical pa-
rameters are presented in the Appendix A: position (α, δ), mor-
phological type, photometric redshift (zphot), spectroscopic red-
shift when available (zspec), stellar mass, SFR, rest-frame ab-
solute magnitude in the Johnson V (MV ) and Ks bands (MK),
the extinction correction (AF775W) and the median (R - F775W)
colours used for K-correction. In conclusion, from 150 objects
from the red sample we have removed 100 objects and we have
obtained a final sample of 38 S0s and 12 E/S0s (50 objects in
total) to search for Type-III disc profiles within them.
3.2. Star formation rates and masses as a function of the
morphology
The right panel of Fig. 5 represents the stellar masses of the ob-
jects of the red sequence sample vs. their redshift. We have used
different symbols according to the assigned morphology, to com-
pare the properties of our selected subsample of 50 S0 and E/S0
with those of all galaxies in the initial red sequence sample. The
objects classified within the well-resolved high-S/N morpholog-
ical types (see Sect. 2.2) present stellar masses two orders of
magnitude higher than the low-S/N counterparts. The S0 and
E/S0 galaxies have stellar masses between 109 and 1011 M.
One of the fundamental characteristics of the S0 galaxies is
their low SFR in the discs, by definition. We have selected our
initial sample by using a colour-colour diagram that isolates the
objects in the red sequence, which are good candidates for hav-
ing old stellar populations and no recent star formation episodes
(see Sect. 2.2). In order to confirm their quiescence, we have
used the available data in the Rainbow Database to ensure that
the SFRs of the selected S0 and E/S0 objects are low, coherently
with their morphological type. In Fig. 9 we represent the SFR
(top panels) and the specific SFR, defined as sSFR=SFR/M?
(bottom panels) for the objects of the initial red sequence sam-
ple, as a function of z (left column) and the stellar mass (M?,
right column). The horizontal dashed lines represent the typical
values for the SFR of different morphological types in the local
universe (Thronson et al. 1989; Young & Knezek 1989; Young
& Scoville 1991; Caldwell et al. 1994; Kennicutt 1998; Sansom
et al. 2000; Wei et al. 2010a,b; Amblard et al. 2014). The blue
dotted-dashed line in the bottom panels corresponds to a conser-
vative upper limit for the sSFR in quiescent galaxies (sSFR = 0.2
Gyr−1, see Domínguez Sánchez et al. 2016). The dashed green
line represents a higher value for this limit of quiescence (sSFR
= 0.32 Gyr−1, see Barro et al. 2013). The procedure to estimate
the total SFR from the UV emission at 2800 Å (caused by young
stars) and the total IR emission between 8 and 1000 µm (caused
by dust re-emission) is fully detailed in Barro et al. (2013, and
references therein).
The data available in the Rainbow database do not provide
direct SFR values for most of our objects. In fact, 129 out of
150 only have upper limits for the SFR (represented by down-
pointing arrows, see the top panels in Fig. 9). We note that the
observed correlation of the SFR upper limits is a systematic ef-
fect due to the detection limits in NIR and UV. Thus, for the
objects at increasing z, we obtain higher upper limits. Neverthe-
less, this does not affect our aim, because we only needed to test
whether the objects present low levels of star formation or not
and the detection limits are low enough to do so. In the upper
panels of Fig. 9, it is shown that the galaxies classified as S0
and E/S0 present SFR levels close to the typical values of lo-
cal S0-Sa galaxies, as expected for the quiescent nature of S0s
and E/S0s, corroborating the morphological classification that
we have performed. Multiple studies indicate that galaxies were
forming stars more actively in the past, regardless of their envi-
ronment (Lilly et al. 1996; Schiminovich et al. 2005). The typical
SFR of S0 and E/S0 galaxies increases from the local universe to
z = 0.8 and it reaches values of 4 M yr−1 at z = 0.6 (Menanteau
et al. 2001). This is in good agreement with the SFR distribution
of our S0 and E/S0 sample (〈SFR〉 = 2.4+1.0−1.9 M yr−1).
We also show that the sSFR of those objects classified as
S0 and E/S0 is lower than -or close to- the typical values usu-
ally considered as the upper limit to identify quiescent objects
in the bottom panels of Fig. 9. The only object that presents
an upper limit for the sSFR higher than the reference values is
SHARDS20002889 (SFR < 1.68 M yr−1, sSFR < 0.95 Gyr−1,
log10 M/M = 9.25). Careful visual inspection of the images
reveals a close bright galaxy in the F435W band, which has a
clumpy structure and could be a face-on spiral galaxy. Traces of
star formation in the outskirts of our object by this spiral galaxy
may be biasing the sSFR derived from Rainbow data towards
higher values. We note that the objects classified as diffuse, green
peas, and compact post-starburst galaxies show higher sSFR than
the S0 and E/S0s, clearly above the limits of quiescence. Those
objects present similar values for the total SFR as our S0s and
E/S0s but much lower stellar masses, thus resulting in higher
sSFR values.
In Fig. 10 we show the distribution of rest-frame absolute
magnitudes in the Johnson V band and Ks band, as a function
of their redshift and the morphological type. We find that the
objects classified as S0 or E/S0 present absolute V band mag-
nitudes between −22 < MV < −18. Quiescent galaxies present
colours with typical values of (B−V) ∼ 1.0 (Kinney et al. 1996;
Bell & de Jong 2001), so the objects classified as S0s and E/S0s
in our sample, would present absolute magnitudes in the John-
son B band of −17 > MB > −21. The available data on local
Type-III S0 galaxies present a similar range of absolute magni-
tudes in the B band (Erwin et al. 2008; Gutiérrez et al. 2011),
so the S0 and E/S0 galaxies in our sample at 0.2 < z < 0.6 are
analogous to those in the available local samples, enabling the
direct comparison with them.
The right panel of Fig. 10 shows the same diagram as in
the left panel, but for the rest-frame Ks absolute magnitude. We
find that the S0 and E/S0 galaxies of our sample present val-
ues between −19 > MK > −23. By using the stellar masses
in the Rainbow database we find a mass-to-light ratio in the K
band of M/LK = 0.68+0.43−0.16 M/LK,. Assuming (B − V) ∼ 1.0,
Bell et al. (2003) predict a mass-to-light ratio in the Ks band of
M/LK ∼ 0.85 M/LK, for quiescent galaxies, which is compat-
ible with the results found for the objects in our sample.
We conclude that the SFR and sSFR of the objects that we
have identified visually as S0s and E/S0s are characteristic of
quiescent objects at the corresponding redshifts of each galaxy,
therefore supporting our morphological classification.
3.3. Types of disc profiles in the S0 sample
We created GALFIT3.0 models for 44 objects from the sample
of 50 S0 and E/S0s (∼ 88%). We discarded the 6 remaining ob-
jects because they presented an apparent size too small and/or
a GALFIT3.0 solution too unstable for a bulge+disc model
(SHARDS10001928, SHARDS10002901, SHARDS10005029,
SHARDS10008552, SHARDS20000858, SHARDS20004273).
The presence of significant breaks in the S0 – E/S0 sample was
confirmed quantitatively by Elbow. Using automatic fitting clas-
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Fig. 9: SFR (top row) and sSFR (bottom row) for the objects of the initial red sequence sample, as a function of z (left column) and
the stellar mass (right column), according to their morphological types. Arrows indicate upper limits for the SFRs. The horizontal
dashed lines in the top panels represent the typical values for the SFR for different morphological types in the local universe (see
references in the text). Note that these values change with z (see the text). The blue dash-dotted line and the green dashed line in the
bottom panels correspond to two typical reference upper limits for the sSFR in early-type galaxies (see the text). Consult the legend
in the figure for the morphological type. [A colour version of the figure is available in the online edition.]
sification, we classified the galaxies into 3 types: Type I (23 ob-
jects, 52% of the sample), Type II (7 objects, 16% of the sample)
and Type III (14 objects, 32% of the sample).
Due to the limiting depth of the observations, we find three
different cases where a Type-III profile may be detectable by the
automated break analysis routine Elbow:
1. The outer profile is clearly resolved, usually associated with
bright values of the µbreak and low p-values of Elbow (e.g,
SHARDS10000327).
2. The outer profile is not clearly resolved, because it presents
low values of the ho/hi ratio or dimmer values of the µbreak,
that usually result in smaller detectable radial zones to fit
(e.g, SHARDS10003647).
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Fig. 10: Synthetic rest-frame absolute magnitude distribution of the objects in the red sample versus z, as a function of their mor-
phological types. Left panel: Johnson V band rest-frame absolute magnitude. Right panel: Ks band rest-frame absolute magnitude.
[A colour version of the figure is available in the online edition.]
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3. The anti-truncation is observed on a bright region, but the
outer profile presents irregularities or is not well represented
by an exponential disc (e.g, SHARDS10001344).
In order to estimate the effects of the PSF on the profiles, we
also analysed the original profiles without the PSF correction.
We found that 6 anti-truncations detected in PSF-uncorrected
images were removed from the profiles after the PSF correction
(SHARDS10001269, SHARDS20002147, SHARDS20003377,
SHARDS20003678, SHARDS20004440, and the apparent hy-
brid Type II+III profile, SHARDS10001847, which resulted to
be a simple Type-II profile). Two Type-I profiles were classi-
fied as Type-II after the PSF subtraction (SHARDS10004777
and SHARDS20002995). None of the Type-II profiles was clas-
sified as Type I or Type III after PSF correction. Due to the shape
of the PSF - that disperses light from the brighter and (almost al-
ways) inner parts of a source - this was an expected result, given
that it is extremely unlikely for any object to present more light
in the outskirts after PSF deconvolution.
Finally, we report that 14 out of a final sample of 44 S0 and
E/S0 galaxies present anti-truncated surface stellar profiles once
corrected for PSF effects. As explained above, this final sam-
ple of 44 objects only includes those S0 and E/S0 galaxies that
were successfully corrected from PSF effects through 2D mod-
elling and were not contaminated by FoV objects. Note that the
p-values for the break test in SHARDS20003134 present very
different values (ph = 2.0× 10−2 and pµ0 = 7.6× 10−4). The pro-
file clearly shows a Type-II break, although with an irregular in-
ner profile, which could be the cause of the lack of agreement in
this case. 13 out of the 14 the Type-III objects have z values equal
or higher than 0.4, with the exception of SHARDS20000593,
which has a spectroscopic redshift of z = 0.247. The lack of ob-
jects at the lower redshift range is expected since the 82.6% of
the S0 and E/S0 sample have redshifts higher than z = 0.4. This
means that we find a fraction of ∼ 30% of Type-III profiles in S0
and E/S0 galaxies at 0.4 < z < 0.6. This fraction of Type-III pro-
files from the total S0 and E/S0 sample is slightly lower than the
observed ratio of Type-III profiles in local S0 and E/S0 galaxies
in E08 and G11 (∼ 50%), but compatible to the ∼ 20 − 30%
detected in Laine et al. (2014, 2016).
The final profile classification is available in Table B.1. Com-
ments on individual objects, RGB images and the piecewise fits
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Fig. 12: Normalised distributions of the structural and photometric parameters of the Type-III breaks of the our sample of S0 and
E/S0 at 0.2 < z < 0.6, compared to those from the local universe (E08 and G11). Upper row, from left to right: break radius Rbreak
(kpc), scale-length of the inner disc profile hi (kpc), scale-length of the outer profile ho (kpc). Lower row, from left to right: surface
brightness at the break radius µbreak (mag arcsec−2), central surface brightness of the inner disc profile µ0,i (mag arcsec−2), central
surface brightness of the outer profile µ0,o (mag arcsec−2). The red solid histogram marks our sample of Type-III S0 and E/S0
galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.6. The blue dashed histogram represents the distributions found for local universe sample from data by E08
and G11. [A colour version of the figure is available in the online edition.]
to the PSF-corrected disc surface brightness profiles of the 44 S0
and E/S0 galaxies in our PSF-corrected sample are available in
Appendix C.
Finally, we compare the surface brightness profiles of the
identified Type-I galaxies with the surface brightness profiles of
the Type-II and Type-III galaxies from our sample. We fit sin-
gle exponential profiles to the Type-I profiles and estimate their
values of scale length h and central surface brightness µ0. We
found a median value for the scale length of the Type-I galax-
ies of h = 1.69+0.42−0.29 kpc, and the central surface brightness of
µ0 = 18.65+0.39−0.14 mag arcsec
−2. In contrast, the median values
for the scale-lengths of Type-II profiles are hi = 3.15+0.00−0.27 kpc
and ho = 2.23+0.09−0.12 kpc, and µ0,i = 17.92
+0.96
−0.15 mag arcsec
−2,
µ0,o = 16.84+0.56−0.48 mag arcsec
−2 for the central surface brightness.
In the case of Type-III profiles, these values are hi = 1.94+0.21−0.34
kpc and ho = 3.31+0.13−0.61 kpc, and µ0,i = 18.19
+0.20
−0.28 mag arcsec
−2,
µ0,o = 20.21+0.10−0.43 mag arcsec
−2 for the central surface brightness
(see Table 2). As before, the median values were estimated by
50.000 1σ bootstrapping + Monte Carlo simulations. In Fig. 11
we show the distribution of the central surface brightness µ0 vs.
scale-length h for each profile type. We have represented the in-
ner and outer profile parameters by separate in the case of Type-
II and Type-III galaxies. We found an overall agreement between
the distributions of the inner parts from the Type-III profiles and
the same parameters from Type-I profiles, which is not observed
in the outer Type-III profiles or in the Type-II profile parameters.
We conclude that the profiles of the Type-I S0 and E/S0 galaxies
in our sample at 0.2 < z < 0.6 have values for the characteristic
parameters more similar to the inner discs of the Type-III galax-
ies than those of the outer profiles of Type-III galaxies (see Table
2).
3.4. Comparison of anti-truncated discs of S0 galaxies at
0.2 < z < 0.6 with local analogs
In Fig. 12 we show the distributions of the characteristic param-
eters of the Type-III surface brightness profiles of our sample of
S0 and E/S0 galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.6, compared to those of local
Type-III S0 galaxies by E08 and G11. This local sample consists
20 antitruncated S0 – E/S0 galaxies. Thus the sample size is low
but comparable to our own (N = 14). The median values of each
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Parameter z ' 0 0.2 < z < 0.6
a) <Rbreak> [kpc] 7.8+1.1−1.1 7.88
+1.10
−0.98
b) <hi> [kpc] 1.96+0.49−0.13 1.94
+0.21
−0.34
c) <ho> [kpc] 3.58+0.21−0.83 3.31
+0.13
−0.61
d) <µbreak> [mag arcsec −2] 24.30+0.50−0.10 22.68
+0.17
−0.32
e) <µ0,i> [mag arcsec −2] 19.59+0.52−0.25 18.19
+0.20
−0.28
f) <µ0,o> [mag arcsec −2] 21.60+0.27−0.30 20.21
+0.10
−0.43
Table 2: Median values of the structural and photometric param-
eters fitted to Type-III profiles of real S0s. Left column: Values
for the samples on the local Universe (E08, G11). Right column:
Values for the sample at 0.2 < z < 0.6. Rows from top to bottom:
a) Break radius Rbreak (kpc), b) inner profile scale length hi (kpc),
c) outer profile scale length ho (kpc), d) surface brightness at the
break radius µbreak (mag arcsec−2), e) central surface brightness
of the inner profile µ0,i (mag arcsec−2), f) central surface bright-
ness of the outer profile µ0,o (mag arcsec −2).
distribution are shown with solid vertical lines. The top panels
represent the distribution of the structural parameters (Rbreak, hi
and ho), and the lower panels represent the distribution of the
photometric parameters (µbreak, µ0,i and µ0,o). The median val-
ues of the distributions for each parameter, for both samples, are
summarised in Table 2, and were estimated by 50.000 1σ boot-
strapping + Monte Carlo simulations.
The distributions of the structural parameters Rbreak, hi, and
ho in the top panels of Fig. 12 are very similar for the local
and our 0.2 < z < 0.6 sample, showing compatible median
values (see also Table 2). We use the Anderson-Darling crite-
rion (Scholz & Stephens 1987) in order to test whether the pa-
rameters from both samples arose from a common unspecified
distribution function (null hypothesis). The results indicate that
there are no noticeable differences between the distributions of
the structural parameters (the p-values are p = 0.463 for Rbreak,
p = 0.243 for hi and p = 0.542 for ho). We found that our sam-
ple at 0.2 < z < 0.6 shows lower maximum values of ho (i.e,
the largest outer profile scale length in the local sample has a
value ho = 22.26 kpc, while the maximum of the our higher
redshift sample is ho ∼ 7 kpc). Similarly, the outermost break
of the local sample presents a Rbreak = 18.6 kpc compared with
the maximum value Rbreak = 10.89+3.44−0.44 kpc of the sample at
0.2 < z < 0.6. This could be for two reasons: 1) the local sample
contains deeper data than ours at 0.2 < z < 0.6, and therefore, we
could be losing the outermost parts of the corresponding analogs
at z ∼ 0.5, or 2) the profiles of the local sample with such large
values of Rbreak and ho could be affected by diffuse PSF tails that
were misidentified with real Type-III profiles, because these au-
thors did not correct for PSF effects. Nevertheless, we note that
the Anderson-Darling test did not find any noticeable differences
between the general distributions of the structural parameters,
thus the impact of these effects would require to be tested with
larger samples. Additionally, we note that the Type-III S0 with
the largest Rbreak from the sample at 0.2 < z < 0.6 is also the
only edge-on S0 galaxy with a Type-III profile.
The lower panels of Fig. 12 show the distributions of µbreak,
µ0,i and µ0,o. Contrary to the structural parameters, the photomet-
ric parameters of the two samples do not give either compatible
distributions or median values. We apply again the Anderson-
Darling criterion to test whether the parameters from both sam-
ples arose from a common parent sample. The p-values are
p = 6.9×10−3 for µbreak, p = 4.4×10−3 for µ0,i and p = 3.1×10−3
for µ0,o. The results indicate that there are noticeable differ-
ences between the distributions of the photometric parameters
of the samples of Type-III S0-E/S0 galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.6
when comparing to the local sample. The µbreak, µ0,i and µ0,o
values of the sample at 0.2 < z < 0.6 are brighter than the lo-
cal sample by ∼ 1.5 mag arcsec−2 (∆µbreak = −1.61+0.33−0.53 mag
arcsec−2, ∆µ0,i = −1.40+0.39−0.56 mag arcsec−2, ∆µ0,o = −1.49+0.46−0.46
mag arcsec−2). Deeper surface brightness profiles and a possible
PSF contribution could possibly explain this result. But, in any
case, we expect a general brightening of the surface brightness
profiles of galaxies with increasing z, due to the stellar popu-
lation evolution, which could also explain this difference (see
Bruzual & Charlot 2003, Tapia et al. submitted and references
therein).
3.5. Effects of the PSF on the profiles
In order to test the effects of the scattered light on the surface
brightness distribution, we have analysed the profiles of the orig-
inal images without the PSF correction and compared them with
the PSF-corrected profiles. In Fig. 13 we compare the results of
the structural and photometric parameters of the Type-III pro-
files in our S0 and E/S0 sample before and after being corrected
by PSF contribution. The histograms in the upper row show
the decimal logarithm of the ratio of the Rbreak, hi and ho val-
ues measured on the corrected profiles over those parameters
measured on the uncorrected profiles. The dashed lines repre-
sent the value that would result if the PSF did not have any ef-
fect on the observed structure. We found that ho can have sig-
nificantly higher values in the uncorrected profiles than in the
PSF-corrected ones (∆ho = ho,corr − ho,uncorr = −0.37+0.33−0.37 kpc).
Thus, the dispersed light can increase systematically the outer
profile scale length. This also happens with the distribution of hi
(∆hi = −0.105+0.082−0.083 kpc) although the results are less significant.
In contrast, the distribution of ratios of Rbreak does not show any
clear bias (∆Rbreak = −0.087+0.54−0.55 kpc).
In the lower panels of Fig. 13, we represent the differences
between the values of µbreak, µ0,i and µ0,o measured on the pro-
files corrected for PSF effects and the original (uncorrected)
ones. Again, the dashed lines represent the position in case
that the dispersed light would not have any effect on our pro-
files. We do not find any systematic effect in their distributions
(∆µbreak = 0.16+0.23−0.23 mag arcsec
−2, ∆µ0,i = −0.07+0.11−0.11 mag
arcsec−2, ∆µ0,o = −0.10+0.25−0.26 mag arcsec−2). In conclusion, the
inner and outer disc scale-lengths are the parameters that are
most affected by the PSF scattered light.
4. Conclusions
We present the first sample of S0 and E/S0 galaxies with anti-
truncated discs obtained beyond the local Universe (at 0.2 < z <
0.6), on the basis of PSF-corrected surface brightness profiles.
We have described in detail the selection procedure and analysis
performed to characterise them on a sample of 150 red galax-
ies at 0.2 < z < 0.6 on the GOODS-N field, by using both
HST/ACS and SHARDS data from the Rainbow database. We
have selected a sample of quiescent disc galaxies with visual
S0 and E/S0 morphologies, and studied their SFRs, sSFRs, stel-
lar masses and their surface brightness profiles. Additionally, we
have corrected for PSF-scattered light in their F775W images, to
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Fig. 13: Comparison between the PSF corrected and non-corrected values of the structural and photometric parameters of the Type-
III S0 and E/S0 at 0.2 < z < 0.6 sample. Upper row, from left to right: decimal logarithm of the ratio between the PSF corrected
structural parameters and the same parameters measured on the original profile: break radius Rbreak (kpc), scale-length of the inner
profile hi (kpc), scale-length of the outer profile ho (kpc). Lower row, from left to right: differences between the PSF corrected
structural parameters and the same measured on the original profile: surface brightness at the break radius µbreak (mag arcsec−2),
central surface brightness of the inner profile µ0,i (mag arcsec−2), central surface brightness of the outer profile µ0,o (mag arcsec−2).
The black dashed vertical line represents the ratio or difference where the PSF correction would not have any effect.
obtain surface brightness profiles unbiased by the light disper-
sion produced by the PSF of our data.
In order to estimate the break parameters accurately and per-
form a quantitative morphological classification of the surface
brightness profiles, we have developed Elbow, a program to de-
tect, classify and fit breaks in surface brightness profiles, which
we make publicly available. We identified S0 and E/S0 objects
at 0.2 < z < 0.6, with exponential (Type I), truncated (Type
II) and anti-truncated (Type III) profiles and fitted their different
disc components with exponential functions. We compared the
structural and photometric parameters from the sample of Type-
III galaxies in the range 0.2 < z < 0.6 with the local samples
from previous studies (E08 and G11). Our main results are the
following:
1. We report the first sample of Type-III profiles in S0 and E/S0
galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.6, corrected for PSF effects. We found
that 14 out of 44 S0-E/S0 galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.6 after
PSF corrections have antitruncated profiles (∼ 30%). This
fraction is similar to the those reported in the local Universe
by Laine et al. (2014, 2016).
2. As a result of correcting the profiles for scattered light by the
PSF, we found that ∼ 25 − 30% of the apparent Type-III S0
discs detected in uncorrected profiles are false positives and
can be explained by a combination of pure exponential pro-
files and scattered light from the inner regions. In two cases,
we found significant down-bending breaks (Type-II profile)
after the PSF deconvolution.
3. The structural parameters (Rbreak, hi and ho) of the Type-III
profiles at 0.2 < z < 0.6 present similar distributions to their
local counterparts. In contrast, the photometric parameters
(µbreak, µ0,i and µ0,o) have values ∼ 1.5 mag arcsec−2 brighter
than the local sample from E08 and G11.
4. The PSF-dispersed light tends to increase the scale-lengths
of the inner and outer disc profiles (hi, ho) in our sample of
Type-III S0 and E/S0 galaxies, but it does not significantly
affect either the central surface brightness values of the inner
and outer discs (µ0,i, µ0,o) or the break location, Rbreak.
5. The profiles of Type-I of our S0 and E/S0 sample have char-
acteristic values compatible with the inner profiles (µ0,i and
hi) of Type-III S0 and E/S0 galaxies, but they are not consis-
tent with the equivalent parameters (µ0,o and ho) of the outer
profiles.
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The wings of the PSF tend to create an apparent excess
of emission in the outskirts of the galaxies. This tends to in-
crease both hi and ho in Type-III profiles. For any study that
does not take into account the effects of the PSF on the pro-
files, this will yield a systematic bias in the results. This ap-
plies not only to Type-III profiles, but also to Type-II profiles,
as commented above. We also show that the PSF-corrected im-
ages recover some Type-II breaks, which were not detectable in
the original images. Therefore; in PSF-uncorrected data, an un-
known fraction of the real Type-II profiles may be softened to
the point of being misclassified as Type-I by the observers.
In this work we have presented Elbow∗, a statistically robust
and automated method to fit, classify the surface brightness pro-
files and calculate the likelihood associated with a certain break
to exist (Types II and III) or not (Type I). This tool is free and we
make it available for the scientific community. The non-linear
nature of the surface brightness magnitudes demands a careful
treatment of the uncertainties and error propagation, especially
when measuring quantities in the low S/N regime. In order to
properly account for the uncertainties associated with the sur-
face brightness profiles, Elbow calculates the errors using non-
parametric statistics, such as the bootstrap resampling and the
Monte Carlo method. Future studies may analyse what percent-
age of the reported surface brightness profiles have been previ-
ously misidentified due to the lack of an appropriate statistical
method. Moreover, the results from the present and other recent
studies (such as Sandin 2014; Trujillo & Fliri 2016, and refer-
ences in Sect. 1) demonstrate that the PSF corrections are clearly
necessary in this sort of studies, especially when working with
low surface-brightness Type-III profiles.
According to the results presented here, the structure of the
Type-III profiles of S0 galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.6 appears to be
similar to the local ones. Nevertheless, the µ0,i, µ0,o and µbreak
have brighter values than the local sample by −1.5 mag arcsec−2.
This could be due to one or several of the following reasons:
1. The difference may be due to the evolution of the stellar pop-
ulations. This is expected to produce general brightening of
the surface brightness profiles of galaxies with increasing z,
sufficient to explain the difference between the samples (see
Bruzual & Charlot 2003, Tapia et al. submitted and refer-
ences therein).
2. Due to the observational depth limit in the surface brightness,
we could be biased to the innermost (and thus brighter) Type-
III breaks. Nevertheless, we think this effect is negligible in
our sample, because the Rbreak, hi and ho distributions of our
0.2 < z < 0.6 S0 and E/S0 galaxies are highly compatible
with those of the local sample, and only differ for the high
values.
3. The local sample studies traditionally have not corrected for
PSF effects. The wings created by the PSF tend to create
Type-III profiles with dimmer values of µ0,o and larger val-
ues of ho. Still, although the scattered light may introduce
systematic biases in the results - especially in the ho values -
it is highly unlikely that most Type-III profiles in the current
local samples have been dramatically modified (or produced)
by the PSF effects alone.
Recent papers have thrown doubt on the real nature of some
Type-III profiles, attributing them to central light scattered ra-
dially outwards by the PSF of the telescope optics. Here we
have carried out a successful detailed procedure to correct this
effect from a large sample of objects and get unbiased samples
∗ Elbow is publicly available at GitHub
(https://github.com/Borlaff/Elbow)
of discs with real breaks in their surface brightness profiles. As
a result, we present the first sample of proven Type-III profiles
of S0 and E/S0 objects beyond the local Universe, in the range
0.2 < z < 0.6, and that will be analysed in detail in a forthcoming
paper (Borlaff et al., in preparation).
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Appendix C: Specific comments on images, surface brightness profiles and disc profile analysis for the
S0 and E/S0 galaxies at z < 0.6
Here we detail some of the most important characteristics of the S0 and E/S0 objects within our sample (see Table B.1), attending to
their PSF-corrected photometric profiles. Only the first galaxy is provided in the printed edition. A colour version of the Appendix
including all objects in Table B.1 is available in the online edition:
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SHARDS10000327: E/S0 galaxy with a Type-III profile, with no nearby galaxies, and medium inclination (see Table B.1).
The object shows a clear Type-III break at 5.4 kpc from the centre. The PDDs for h and µ0 show two clearly separated peaks
corresponding to the two sections of the surface brightness profile.
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Fig. C.1: Upper row, left panel: Masked false RGB image centred on the source (red: F775W, green: F606W, blue: F435W). The
red segment represents 3 arcsec. Upper row, right panel: Deconvolved F775W image. The black lines represent the isophotal
contours of the image in magnitudes. The white regions represent the masked areas. The red ellipse indicates the limiting radius.
Lower row, left panel: Surface brightness profiles of the original image (blue) and the PSF-corrected image (black) for the observed
F775W band (left axis) and for the rest-frame Steidel R band (right axis). The red solid and blue dashed lines correspond to the
models fitted during the deconvolution and used for checking the visual morphological selection (see the legend). The lower panel
represents the differences between the original and the PSF-corrected profiles (red circles) and the difference between the original
profile and the reconvolved PSF-corrected image profile (black squares). The vertical red line represents the limiting radius. Lower
row, right panel: Surface brightness profile in the rest-frame Steidel R band corrected for dust extinction, cosmological dimming
and K-correction. The dashed lines and the shaded areas correspond to the exponential fittings of the inner and outer profiles in red
and blue colours, respectively. The vertical and horizontal black dotted lines correspond to the peak of the PDD for the break radius
and the surface brightness value at that location (Rbreak and µbreak). The results of the break analysis are provided in the panel. [A
colour version of this figure and the rest of figures in this Appendix (also in colour) are available in the online edition.]
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SHARDS10000762: We classify with object as S0 galaxy with a Type-I profile. It presents a medium to high inclination (see
Table B.1). There are not any nearby galaxies. The inner profile shows an slightly but noticeable bump in the inner region, possibly
a lens component. We apply masking to a small source of µF775W ∼ 23 mag arcsec−2 on the north direction along the semimajor
axis. After masking the lens dominated part of the profile, the PDDs do not show any noticieable break.
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Fig. C.2: See caption of Fig.1. [Figure available in the online edition.]
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SHARDS10000827: S0 galaxy with Type-III profile. The object presents a medium inclination (see Table B.1). It was flagged
as an AGN source (see Sect. 2.8). A high level of masking was needed due to a low surface brightness field object to the SW. To
avoid any contamination, we calculated the surface brightness profile by using the opposite part of the galaxy and performing a
manual aggressive masking to the whole FoV. The isophotal curves are centred around the main object, they do not present any
large perturbations or deviations and show a position angle and ellipticity nearly constant.
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Fig. C.3: See caption of Fig.1. [Figure available in the online edition.]
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SHARDS10000840: E/S0 galaxy with Type-III profile. The object presents a medium to low inclination (see Table B.1). The
image needed an aggressive level of masking due to two nearby edge on field galaxies to the NE, including manual masking and
revision of the whole FoV. We do not find any significant perturbations in the isophotes that could be due to the field objects. The
PDDs for h and µ0 show two clearly separated peaks corresponding to the two profiles.
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Fig. C.4: See caption of Fig.1. [Figure available in the online edition.]
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SHARDS10000845: S0 galaxy with Type-II profile. Its profile was generated by ISOFIT instead of ellipse due to its com-
pletely edge on orientation (see Table B.1). The object appears to be isolated, therefore manual masking was not needed. The profile
shows a clear and compact bulge component. The PDDs for h and µ0 show two clearly separated peaks corresponding to the two
profiles. The corresponding PDDs for Rbreak and µbreak appear to be clearly gaussian and narrow.
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SHARDS10000849: S0 galaxy with Type-III profile. The object presents medium to high inclination (see Table B.1). We have
applied manual masking to two main sources in the FoV and a smaller one. Nevertheless, none of them appears to be close enough
to distort the profile and any contribution to the outer parts of our profile was discarded. The PDDs for h and µ0 show two clearly
separated distributions, although the outer profile is somewhat skewed due to deviations from a pure exponential profile.
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SHARDS10001013: Small S0 galaxy with Type-I profile. The original surface brightness profile appears to be almost bulgeless.
It presents medium inclination and small apparent size (∼ 1.4 arcsec to S/N = 3). There are not any nearby galaxies or FoV objects.
The resolution is just not enough to resolve any possible detail apart from the disc itself. Elbow does not reveal significant differences
of any part on the disc.
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SHARDS10001269: S0 galaxy with Type-I profile. The object presents medium to high inclination (see Table B.1). Some close
field objects to the NW along the major axis required extensive manual masking, although only few masked pixels finally were
within inside the fitting region. An apparent excess of light dominates at the very outer parts of the galaxy, but it is not significant
after PSF subtraction (p ∼ 0.018). This is a quite similar case to SHARDS10000845. The PDDs of h and µ0 reveal a clear inner disc
profile in contrast with the wider and skewed PDD of the outer profile.
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SHARDS10001314: S0 galaxy, apparently in interaction or at least overlapped with another source of similar size. The galaxy
does not seem to be highly disturbed or asymmetric. High contamination from a close object required extensive masking of almost
30% of the galaxy, leaving the other 70% to analyse the surface brightness profile. The non-PSF corrected image shows an excess
of light with almost constant surface brightness at 9 − 12 kpc from the centre, which results negligible after PSF subtraction. The
exponential profile appears to be slightly bended, but the break parameters present high uncertainities. The probabilities of the both
distributions (inner and outer profile for being equal) are slightly lower than 5% both in µ and h. We finally classified this object as
Type I.
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SHARDS10001344: S0 Type-III galaxy with medium inclination (see Table B.1) and a very bright central component (µR = 16
mag arcsec−2) in contrast with the low surface brightness of the disc structure. We applied an extensive masking to a nearby region
to the N-EE and a small close source to the N-NW. The PDDs for h and µ0 show two separated peaks corresponding to the two
profiles. The PDDs of the inner disc profile appear with two peaks and distorted due to the low statistics that result from the aggresive
masking performed to the central bulge to avoid contamination.
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SHARDS10001350: S0 galaxy with a Type-II profile. The image shows a nearby galaxy to the main object, similar in size, that
was carefully masked to prevent any flux contribution to the outer profile. Finally, the masked region was outside the limiting radius.
We do not find any significant perturbations on the isophotes that could be due to the field objects, which are all beyond the fitting
region. The PDDs for h and µ0 show two clearly separated peaks corresponding to the two profiles.
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SHARDS10001648: Isolated Type-III S0 galaxy with medium inclination (see Table B.1). The PDDs of h and µ0 reveal that the
excess of light found at Rbreak= 8 − 14 kpc is significant and compatible with an outer exponential profile, different from the inner
disc profile.
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SHARDS10001727: S0 galaxy with Type-I profile. It was analysed by ISOFIT instead of ellipse due to its completely edge-
on orientation (see Table B.1). The PDDs of h and µ0 do not show any significant break, and the general profile can be successfully
modelled as a single exponential function.
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SHARDS10001847: S0 galaxy with Type II profile (see Table B.1). The galaxy appears at a medium to high inclination. The
limits for the profiles were chosen by hand, based several fittings performed varying the initial configurations, with the aim to
reduce multiple peaks that appeared on the PDDs of h and µ0. The profile show a Type-II break which is statistically significant.
The outskirts present an apparent excess of light, but it is not statistically significant after PSF subtraction.
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SHARDS10002351: Small S0 galaxy with pure exponential profile (Type I). It was analysed by ISOFIT instead of ellipse
due to its edge on-orientation. The object is almost isolated. The PDDs of h and µ0 show no statistically significant differences
between any parts of the disc.
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SHARDS10002730: Small S0 galaxy with Type-III profile. It has a medium inclination (see Table B.1). It required extensive
masking, but no masked pixel finally was inside the fitting region. The automated break analysis reveals that the excess of light
shown at the outermost part of the galaxy is statistically significant as a Type-III break despite the PSF subtraction, although the the
probability of being a Type I is p ∼ 0.008.
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Fig. C.16: See caption of Fig.1. [Figure available in the online edition.]
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SHARDS10002769 E/S0 galaxy with Type-I profile and a low to medium inclination (see Table B.1). Manual and extensive
masking was required due to multiple close field objects. The profile shows a very bright bulge and a wavy exponential profile.
The PDDs of h and µ0 reveal multiple Gaussian peaked distributions, due to the irregularities along the radius. None of them is
compatible with a double exponential profile.
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SHARDS10002942: Type-III S0 galaxy with face on orientation (see Table B.1). Multiple and extensive masking was required
due to the presence of nearby objects. The profile shows a bulge and Type-III disc composition, as the small excess of light at the
outermost part of the galaxy is proved to be statistically significant by the automatic break analysis after the PSF subtraction.
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SHARDS10003216: E/S0 galaxy with very small size. The profile seems to be almost featureless, without any bulge or break
visible, so it was classified as a Type I.
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SHARDS10003312: E/S0 galaxy with Type-III profile. It has a medium inclination (see Table B.1) and it is almost isolated,
so no manual masking was needed. The automated break analysis successfully detected two exponential profiles, with narrow and
separated PDDs, although the distributions associated with the outer profile presented higher dispersions due to the irregularities
found in the profile.
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SHARDS10003402: S0 galaxy with a Type-II profile. Manual masking was required due to the presence of multiple field
objects, none of them inside the fitting region. It was analysed by ISOFIT instead of ellipse due to its completely edge-on
orientation (see Table B.1). The outer region (R > 9 kpc) was removed from the profile analysis due to the presence of several
irregularities. The PDDs show two close, but clearly separated distributions for h and µ0, thus the disc is well represented by a
Type-II profile.
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SHARDS10003647: S0 galaxy with a Type-III profile. It shows a medium inclination (see Table B.1). Manual masking was
required to avoid contamination from small field objects. The outermost region of the disc profile seems to be wavy, distorting the
PDDs. The PDD of h and µ0 appear to be clearly separated for the inner and outer profiles, although the outer profile is clearly
skewed and wider than the inner one. The object present a significant Type-III profile despite the wide distribution of the outer
profile.
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SHARDS10004777: S0 galaxy with a Type-II profile. The galaxy presents a medium inclination (see Table B.1). Manual
masking was applied to small sources at the outermost part (SE). We avoided the inner bump in the fit, because it probably traces
a lens component, rather than a disc. The PDDs for h and µ0 show clearly separated peaks corresponding to the outermost Type-II
break.
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SHARDS10009610: S0 galaxy with a Type-III profile. Manual masking was applied to multiple sources, but none of them
finally laid within in the final fitting region. The PDDs for h and µ0 show two clearly separated peaks corresponding to the inner
and outer profiles. The outer profile PDD seems to be slightly wider than the inner one due to little distortions at high radius. (see
Table B.1)
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Fig. C.24: See caption of Fig.1. [Figure available in the online edition.]
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SHARDS20000593: Type-III S0 galaxy. The central bulge is very bright, and the ellipticity is low, but there is a prominent
exponential component in the surface brightness profile that led us to classify it as S0, instead of elliptical. Extensive masking in
the low emission regions. The disc profile presents a signficative excess of emission beyond R ∼ 6 kpc with respect to the inner
exponential section of the disc that cannot be explained by PSF contribution. The PDDs for h and µ0 show two clearly separated
peaks corresponding to the two profiles.
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SHARDS20000827: Type-III S0 galaxy. It is highly inclined (see Table B.1) so it was analysed with ISOFIT instead of Ellipse.
The profile presents a signficative excess of emission since R ∼ 10 kpc that cannot be explained by PSF contribution. The PDDs for
h and µ0 show two clearly separated peaks corresponding to the two profiles, although they present large uncertainities for the outer
profile fit.
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SHARDS20001051: Small S0 galaxy with a Type-I profile. The object appears to be completely face on (see Table B.1), but
inspection of the surface brightness profile reveals a typical bulge + exponential disc distribution. The disc appears to be featureless,
and Elbow does not reveal any significant breaks within the observed disc region.
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SHARDS20001534: Small S0 galaxy with a Type-I profile. It has a very similar profile to SHARDS20001051, but in this case,
the object reveals a clear disc structure with medium to high inclination (see Table B.1). After inspection of the surface brightness
profile, we detected a typical bulge + exponential disc distribution. The disc appears to be featureless, and the automatic break
analysis does not reveal any significant breaks within the limiting radius.
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SHARDS20002147: Small S0 galaxy with a Type-I disc and with very similar morphology to SHARDS20001051. It was
flagged as an AGN source (see Sect. 2.8). The image presents some small isophotal irregularities, but they all are outside the fitting
region. Masking was applied to two sources (to the N and SW of the main object). The surface brightness profile presents typical
of bulge + exponential disc shape. The automatic break analysis reveals that, despite of the large uncertainities associated with the
break parameters, the probability for this object of being compatible with a Type-I profile is p = 0.022, thus we classified it as Type
I.
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SHARDS20002235: E/S0 galaxy of Type-I disc partially overlapped with a galaxy of similar apparent size. Extensive manual
masking has been applied to this object in order to extract the surface brightness profile from the farthest regions of the companion.
The inspection of the surface brightness profile reveals a typical bulge + exponential disc distribution. The disc appears to be
featureless, and the automatic break analysis does not detect any significant breaks within the limiting radius.
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SHARDS20002550: E/S0 galaxy with a Type-I profile. The image required extensive masking due to the presence of a nearby
saturated star. The masked area lies outside the final fitting region. It shows a clear bulge + exponential surface brightness profile.
The automated break analysis revealed a noticeable change of profile in the transition zone between the bulge and the main disc, but
we discarded because of being too close to the centre, in order to avoid bulge contributions. (see Table B.1)
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SHARDS20002889: Small S0 galaxy with Type-I profile. The original surface brightness profile appears to be almost bulgeless.
It has a medium inclination and small apparent size. It has no nearby galaxies or field objects. The resolution is not enough to resolve
any possible detail besides the disc itself. Automatic break analysis does not reveal significant differences of any part of the disc.
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SHARDS20002935: S0 galaxy with a face-on orientation (see Table B.1). We classified it as Type-I profile despite the noticeable
bump found in the outskirts that cannot be explained by PSF dispersed light. Multiple and extensive masking was required due to
the presence of multiple field objects. The profile shows a simple bulge + exponential disc structure. The small excess of light at the
outermost part of the galaxy is not compatible with an exponential component.
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SHARDS20002966: S0 galaxy with a Type-I profile. The object presents medium inclination (see Table B.1). The image did
not require any masking inside the final fitting region. After inspection of the surface brightness profile, we found a typical bulge +
exponential disc distribution. The disc appears to be featureless. The automatic break analysis does not reveal any significant breaks.
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SHARDS20002995: S0 galaxy with a Type-II profile. Manual masking was required for three nearby sources, one of them an
apparent satellite in accretion. The smooth surface brightness profile free from spikes ensure us that the masking was enough and
successful. The inner region was removed for the fit to avoid the possible contamination from the bulge or an inner lens. The outer
profile presents some irregularities at the outskirts (∼ 13 − 15 kpc). The break presents smooth and statistically significant PDDs.
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SHARDS20003134: S0 galaxy with a Type-II profile. Manual masking was required to avoid the contamination by compact
bright object located to the W. It was analysed by ISOFIT instead of ellipse due to its edge-on orientation (see Table B.1). The
PDDs for h and µ0 show two clearly separated peaks corresponding to the two profiles.
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SHARDS20003210: S0 galaxy with a Type-III profile. The object presents a face-on orientation (see Table B.1). The profile
reveal a clear bulge + double exponential structure. The PDDs for h and µ0 show two clearly separated peaks corresponding to the
two profiles.
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SHARDS20003217: S0 galaxy with a Type-I profile (see Table B.1). The object presents a very low inclination, but shows a
clear bulge + exponential structure. A small bump at ∼ 3 − 4 kpc in the surface brightness profile originates double peaked PDDs
when performing automated break analysis, but the p-values associated to this bump were negligible.
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SHARDS20003377: S0 galaxy with a Type-I profile. It has a medium to high inclination (see Table B.1). It was flagged as an
AGN source (see Sect. 2.8). The profile shows a simple bulge and exponential disc composition. The disc appears to be clear and
featureless, with a small deviation from the exponential profile in the middle region (∼ 4 − 6 kpc). The automatic break analysis
does not reveal any significant breaks.
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SHARDS20003678: Small E/S0 galaxy with with a Type-I disc and very low inclination (see Table B.1). The profile shows a
profile with a bulge + exponential disc structure. Due to the low resolution in this galaxy, the radial extension of the inner bulge is
uncertain.
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SHARDS20004359 S0 galaxy with a Type-I profile. The object presents low inclination (see Table B.1). Manual masking was
applied to the image in many regions to avoid contamination from a tadpole irregular galaxy located to the North. The model greatly
reduces residuals when adding an exponential profile to the free Sersic model, so we discarded the elliptical morphology for it. The
profile generates too noisy PDDs to detect any statistically significant break. The visual analysis of the isophotes reveals a distortion
between µF775W ∼ 25 − 26 mag arcsec−2, that coincides with a step observed in the surface brightness profile at ∼ 14 − 16 kpc.
Finally the object was classified as a Type-I disc.
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SHARDS20004420: E/S0 galaxy with a Type-I profile. The object presents low inclination (see Table B.1). Manual masking
was applied to several small field objects to avoid contamination. The innermost part of the galaxy present higher ellipticity that
the outer parts when performing visual inspection of the image. The model greatly improves when adding an exponential disc to a
free Sersic profile, so we classified it as an E/S0 instead of an elliptical. The PDDs of h and µ0 present a two peaked distribution,
although no significant no significant break is detected. Notice the small spike at ∼ 14 kpc.
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SHARDS20004440: E/S0 galaxy with a Type-I profile. It was flagged as an AGN source (see Sect. 2.8). It has a low inclination
(see Table B.1). Multiple and extensive masking was applied to the outer parts of the galaxy, where tiny spot-like objects were
detected via smoothing and re-masking. The excess of light detected before PSF correction appears to be caused by the the dispersed
light from the centre. The automatic break analysis does not reveal any significant breaks.
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SHARDS20011817: Small S0 galaxy with a Type-I profile. The orientation is edge-on (see Table B.1). No masking was needed
into the fitting region. The surface brightness profile presents a small bulge + exponential disc distribution. The disc appears to be
clear and featureless. Elbow does not reveal any significant breaks.
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